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STATEMENT OF THE PROBlEM 
' 
The purpose of this thesis is to :make a study of the problems 
and practices in the supervision ot instruction by Knox CountyEle-
mentary School principals. Therefore it has been entitled, THE STUDY 
QF PROBIJ!!MS IN THE SUJ?l!RVISION OF INS'mUCTION BY KNOX COUNTY ETJIMENTARY 
SCHOOL PRINCIPAIB. First hand information in regard to these problems 
was <obtained by means of a questionnaire designed to gain facts and 
suggestions relative to average supervisory situations. 
The writer is an average principal of a typical Knox County ele­
mentary school. He has his share of supervisory difficulties because 
he has six teachers for eight grades under his guidance. The enrollment 
is large and the conditions are over-crowded. He is faced with the 
multiplicity of problems which are discussed throughout this thesis. 
Besides teaching during the greater part of the school day, he is burdened 
with office work, cler�oal wort,· welfare work, church and COJIDil.unity 
activity, teachers' league affiliation, and many other worthwhile ac-
tivities. He realizes his inadequacy to supervise properly under such 
handicaps. Furthermore, he realizes that the majority of his col­
leagues are likewise handicapped. 
'
Therefore, one of the prime purposes 
of this thesis is to suggest procedures by which a principal in the 
average situation can more effectively supervise instruction in any 
particular school. 
Chapter II tells how the survey and study were made. It pre-
sents the technique in successfully gaining the desired information 
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and explains how tlle data yielded by a comprehensive questiouaire were 
organized and treated. 
· The third chapter brietlJ gives the results ot the surTey ac-
cordiD.g to an appropriate clusitied tom. No critical or 1D.terpret1 Te 
statements are therein inserted. The facta are presented so that a 
critical analysis ia facilitated tor presentation in the succeeding 
ehapter. 
Chapter IV ia an iD.terpretation ot the results based upon the 
responses giTen to the questions used in the aurTey, the writer's 
. 
experience as principal ot one ot these schools, and the experience 
and auggestiona ot eminent educational authorities. .An attempt is 
made to suggest how principals may aolTe their most difficult problema 
1D. aupenision. Recommendations tor the illproTement ot the anrage 
situation are subsequently aade. 
!he last chapter will suggest studies and �eya which could 
and should be made 1D. the iD.terest ot iaproTiDC iD.stnction and the 
superTision ot instruction in the elementary schools ot Knox County. 
CHAPT!R II 
STATJ!XENT 0'8 TECBNIQ,UJ 0'8 STUDY AND PRFSENTATION 
IDU��Uch as the poll tical area ot Knox Cotm.ty is so e.xpansi TO 
that it embraces sixty-tour white el ... ntar.r schools, and since the 
Tarious school·boards baTe encountered tremendous dittioulty in con-
solidating these establishments, they are haphazardly scattered troa 
one end ot the county to the other. Considering the size ot these 
schools by the size ot their faculties, one finds that they range traa 
one to twenty teachers. This being true, one taces a task ot unusual 
�tude when he attempts to contact the Tarious administrators in 
order to become properly intor.aed ooneerniag their auper'Yiaory 
practices. 
The writer, a principal ot one ot these schools, followed the 
8U&S•stion ot his major professor by arrangiag tor a .. eting in which 
they oonterred with .Mr . ..... H. Brickey, auperintendent ot public in-
struction in Knox County, and Miss Gussie Hllttan, nper'Yiaor ot in-
. 
struction in the same ayst•. The problem ot thia conterenoe was to 
detemine the nature ot the purposeful research which the wri tar might 
trui t� make. 
During the ti.:nle in which the group discussed numerous preYalent 
deficiencies in Tarious schools, Superintendent Brickey indicated that 
one ot the greatest was the principals' lack ot ability to superTiae 
iutruction properly. Consequently, the subject, The Superrlsion ot 
Instruction by PTinoipala in Knox County ElementarY Schools, deTeloped. 
Bach conferee had T&SUe knowledge concerning the inabilities ot these 
DUJilerous atbainiatratora, bu\ it aeaed that research would be neoes-
sary in order to secure exact knowled&e of some of their problems and 
praotioes. Because of the advisory group's consciousness of the 
oounty's previously mentioned expansiveness, this question prevailed 
in each mind: What means would be used in contact ill& them? 
The most etteotive method would have been that of personally 
i•terTiewtna and observing every principal, but circUJIStances made 
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these taYOrable procedures impossible. !'1nall.y it was lllltuall.y agreed 
that \he practical ettecti ve procedure tor securing information would 
be to submit to each principal a set ot questions pertinent to \heir 
abilities, practices and difficulties. Therefore, the writer's tm-
-.diate tasks were to determine the qualities ot a sood questionnaire 
and to prepare a set ot questions. 
The expressed attitude ot several authorities in the field ot 
research against the use ot the questionnaire almost persuaded the 
writer that the idea was impractical; but eventually the praotica-
bility ot his plans was impressed upon the investigator. J'or instance, 
he was in:tluenoed by various statements siailar to the following 
stateaent ot Reeder which reads: 
Although the questionnaire method ot securing tntormation 
and conducting research has been possibly overworlted, during 
recent years, the tact remains that there are still some 
problems--problems that are worth attacking--that cannot be 
attacked by other than questionnaire. The questionnaire 
cannot and ahould not be abolished, but it should be intelli­
gently uaed.l 
lw. G. Reeder, � � Write .! Thesis, p. 63. 
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In order to le&l'Jl how to· construct the questionnaire , the wr1 ter 
examined the procedures suggested b7 such research students as Whitner, 
Reeder , Crawtord and others. According to the first mentioned, the 
following aajor points should be kept in mind: 
a. It should be written w1 thin the comprehension ot those 
no are to anner it. 
b. It should dema:nd a ll1n1mal amount ot wr1 tina. 
c. It should be directed pr1mari� to matters ot ascer­
tainable facta and often to aattera ot opinion. 
�· It should elicit unequiTocal replies, eapeciall.7 it 
the7 are later to be subjected to statistical treatment. 
e. It should deal with matters that are worth inTeatiga­
tion. 
t. Although damandillg onlr brief replies, it should stimu­
late supplementary communications traa those who respond. 
I• It8aholll4 promise the respondent a copy ot the published 
results. 
Whitner , in another of his works, suggests that the indiTidual 
•ak1ng such research evaluate his questionnaire b7 asking hiuelt 
these questions: 
a. Is the questionnaire proper� sponsored? 
b. Is the purpose ·or the study frankly stated and ·is it one 
which calls for rep� under the poli07 tor dealing with question­
naires? 
c. Is the questionnaire a worthy educational topio? 
d. Is the questionnaire nll organized? 
e. Are the questions clearly and br1efl7 worded? 
f. Can JIO&t of the questions be clearly and briefly answered 
b)' a check mark or b7 a fact or figure, and is the nUllber of 
the questions requiring extenaiTe subjeotiTe replies kept to a 
min1:awa? 
g. Is the information requested not aT&ilable elsewhere? 
h. Is the questionnaire set up in proper mechanical form? 
i. Are the de:aumda of the questioDDaire reasonable? 
j. Is a sumaary of the results or other proper return 
pro�aed respondents?3 
.bong J18DY other Taluable suggestions, Reeder insists that the 
Spt. L. Whitney , The Methods of Educational Research , p. 153. - ------ --
�. L. Whitner , The Elemenis ot Reseatch , p-. 76. - -----
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1Jl4i rt4u.l oolleo�1DC 1Dtol'Mtion should oontaot an apnoy or orpn­
iu�ion 11h1oh hu •extraoti n• powra w1 th the aila of p�tiq noh an 
orp.ataation to 8p0naor the quatioDD.ain 1D aoae 118DD.er.• A pua.l.lel 
idea ia ngeatecl bf Crawford in the tollowiq Stat .. nt: •The .,.t 
nooeutu.l uae of the queatioDIUlift ia in those at tuattona where repllea 
can be 4-.anded � ott1o1ala of aome k1.D4. wB 
A.a a reault of the realisation that � pi'Ooeaa of aaperrta1on 
1D bia own aohool was 1Dett1oien� &D4 beoamae of the belief �hat the 
auwr to oertaiD. queat1ona woul4 uatn hD. 1n illprortq lda own wort, 
the wr1 ter beoaa 1n�ereate4 1n the fo1Wllat1on of a group of queat1ou 
pen1aeat to h1a a1tuat1on. '!'ben, 1a ooDterenoe with an atrtao17 
o.-1.�'\ee; --�· Dr. Jlildred .&.. Danon, SUperintendent L. B. Brtote7, 
111aa OU.ie Ba.tbla, aD4 lira. Slate Bill�. it was 4etem1ne4 
detWte� �hat auch a •tho4 waa 110at pnot1oal. 
'rM _.,era ot the ooDtereaoe tanruotecl the 'ft'1 ter to nbai t a 
�-�a�1w Uat ot qMat1ou. The quentona aulai�te4 1Dolu4e4 problR8 
ot tatereat to the writer 1n hia owa a1tuat1oa and quat1ona aeleoted 
troll aiuat author1�iea 1D .u;perria1on. Later, each question wu 
(1) stat1attoa, (8) Q,Ueattona oonoemiq ethioa ill aupematon, 
(S) Pl'obleu 11114 C•) Q,uattona o&lllq tor ngeattona. 
POU' Uata of t:be tentat1 Ye queat1ou wre prepared and a oo:w 
wu :aatled to eaoh .-ber ot the prertoua� MDt1one4 �nao17 co.tt�ee. 
4w. G. Reeder, �· .!!!.•• p. 68. 
Be. c. C:rawtor4, !eohllique .!! Reaearoh .!! Bduoat1on, p. 177. 
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Jach list was accompanied )y a letter asking them to study the tirst 
dl'att oue� e.tter which he or she was to add questions which had 
not been included and 1n which the respective llleJibers were iDterested; 
furthermore they were requested to strike out any question which, in 
their juclgunt, was irreleT&nt. This they did. 
Soon the Usts were returned and, on the basis ot the suggested 
reTisions, a questionnaire containing torty items was constructed. 
The writer waa caretul to ll8ke this construction conto:rm to the cri­
teria set up by authorities, ot which the t.Qortant ones haTe been 
recorded preTiously. J'or the readers' convenience • the tinal dratt 
ot the questionnaire is presented on 88 to 90 ot the appendix to this 
thesis. 
The task ot aubJai tting the questionnaire to the principals was 
increased in ettectiTeneas when the superintendent agreed to permit a 
letter bearing his sisnature to aCCOJIPBD7 the material mailed to the 
principals. Conaequently, the superintendent out his signatU1"8 on the 
nencil dratted by the writer. 
Because a study ot this nature was considered to be so important, 
the superintendent, at a meeting ot the xnox County Teachers' League, 
urpd eTery principal to cooperate by answering the questions honestly 
and promptly and returning th• in the enclosed, stamped and addressed 
envelope. This cooperatiTe attitude on tbe part ot Mr. Bricker contri­
buted 1111ch toward briDging about a result indicated by Crawford which 
is stated: •It returns are to justify worthwhile conclusions, they 
.ut be based upon a autticient n\Dlber ot repUea to giTe a high degree 
8 
ot reliabilitT •• a 
In order to encourage respondents to give frank, pointed anSRra, 
theT were requested not to place their signature on the questionnaire. 
At her own ngestion, the return evelopes were addreased to lliss 
Huttlllan, the .uperT1sor, in whose office they were collected, e:u.i.ned 
and passed on to the writer. out ot sixty-seTen principals contacted, 
forty-five completed questionnaires were returned. 
The writer belieTes that the questioDDBire conformed to authori­
tative suggested regu.lations in that ( 1) there is need tor securing 
such 1atomation; (2) the purpose of the questioDDaire was frankly 
stated in the acoom:puyi.ng letter; {3) it was approved u.d sponsored 
bT the highest official in the administration ot schools, a tact proven 
by the superintendent's signature on the letter which accampaDied each 
questioDDaire; (") the Mchenical form was approTed by the adT1aors 
who encouraged this study; and (�) the nuaber returned was a repre­
Hatati Te percentase of the principals of box County elaent&rl" 
schools. 
In order to facilitate referring to the responses given, each 
returned queationna1re was given a nUJiber by which it eould be identi­
fied throughout the lltudy. All of the forty-ti ve annera to each 
question were tabulated on indiT1dual sheets. It should be indicated, 
howaver, that a few of the answers nre shortened when convenient con­
densations of certain statements did not alter their .. anings • 
.An appendix to this thesis contains the follow1ng i teJU to which 
6c. c. Crawford, S!.• _ill., p. 177. 
reteNDoe hu alread7 been aade: a letter to adrtaora who assisted in 
HttiDS up the queatiODll&ire, Superilltendent L. H. Brickey' s letter 
1dlioh acco.paaied the queatioJUlaire, the enti!'e questioDDaire, and a 
oa.plete tabulation ot all reaponaea. 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
In this survey ot practices in supervision by principals, only 
. the white �lementary schools were considered. Since the survey was 
made in February, 1941, all conclusions will be based on facts per­
taining to the 1940-1941 school session. 
For the 1940�1941 school session, the Knox County Superin­
tendent's Annual Report shows that sixty-seven elementary schools 
operated with a total ot 13 , 236 pupils attending. These pupils were 
instructed by 380 teachers including sixty-seven principals, ot whom 
only one had all ot her time to devote to supervision. 
The survey was made by means ot a questionnaire which was mailed 
to all principals, but responses were received from only torty-tive ot 
them. To facilitate discussion ot the results ot the survey, the data 
have been classified under six headings in the following order: 
I. Problems in programming 
II, Problems in personnel relationships 
III. Practices in observation 
IV. Practices in con:terences 
V. Practices in in-service improvement 
VI. Practices in recreation 
VII. Practices in curricular planning 
The practices and problems ot these principals will be discussed 
according to the answers written on the questionnaires. It the reader 
wishes to Terity the wr1 ter' s stateJUnts • he llBY' do so by ret erring 
to an orderl.7 tabulation ot results found in the appendix ot this 
thesis. 
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In order to l&J the ground work tor discussing the problem ot 
auperTision by principals, a table presenting raw results ot the first 
tour questions ot the questionnaire follows on the next page. The 
tirat column gives the number uaed to identity each questionnaire; 
the un colulm. gives the scbool' s enrollment; the third colwm illdi­
cates the number ot teachers UDder the individual principala'auper­
Tiaion. ColUJIJ18 tour and ti ve point out the nuaber ot classes taught 
each clay and the tilae required to teach th•; the last column indi­
cates the aount ot tiM each principal reported that he uses tor 
auperrl.aion. 
To get some idea as to the comparative superTisory load, the 
size ot faculty .ay be broken down into the tollowtna classification: 
Pril:Loipals w1 th none to tour teacher a------- 28 
Principals with five to seven teachers------ 6 
Principals with eight or nine teachers------ � 
Principals with more than ten teachers------ 7 
Another approach to deteraining superTiaory load ia to ascer­
tain the number ot classes, or pupil groups, taught by the principal 
hiaaelt. The tollowiDg list presents such data. 
!Tom none to five classes------------------- 14 
From six to ten classes--------------------- 8 
TABI.J!: I 12 
TOTAL ENRQI.IMENT, NU!4Blm OF TEACHJ!l:lS, DAILY CLASSES 
AND TIME SPENT IN OBSPRVATION 
Case One Two Three Four 
1 114 2 27 &i hours Very little 
2 120 3 12 40 min.  None 
3 469 12 3 3 hours 30 minutes 
4 150 3 10 6 hours None 
5 178 4 6 5 hours 30 minutes 
6 90 2 15 6 hours None 
7 78 1 8 4-1/6 " None 
8 614 19 -------- Tbree hours 
9 200 4 14 5 hours Ten minutes 
10 79 2 21 6 hours None 
11 120 3 12 &i hours Very little 
12 71 2 18 6 hours None 
13 134 3 7 � Very little 
14 250 8 4 3 hours One hour 
15 413 12 2 2 hours Two hours 
16 66 1 27 6 hours None 
17 240 5 8 6 hours Twenty minutes 
18 327 8 4 sf hours One hour 
19 224 6 5 4 hours Very little 
20 327 11 3 2 hours 40 minutes 
21 137 2 -------- Twenty minutes 
22 220 5 12 6 hours None 
23 494 13 2 2 hours 2i·hours 
24 333 8 3 4 hours One hour 
25 357 9 3 3 hours Two hours 
26 48 1 28 6 hours Ten minutes 
27 120 2 15 6 hours Ten minutes 
28 82 2 17 6 hours Occasionally 
29 140 3 All 6 hours None 
30 189 4 10 6i hours 'l'hirty minutes 
31 45 1. 25 6 hours Daily 
32 48 1 28 7 hours Fitteen minutes 
33 69 1 21 9� Five percent 
34 95 2 24 :t hours 'l'hirty minutes 
35 282 6 5 hours Thirty minutes 
e6 36 1 24 6 hours None 
3'1 360 12 3 3 hours li hour 
38 21 None 6 All --------------
39 61 1 27 6 hours None 
.. 40 117 2 6,7,8 All Very little 
41 400 l2 3 5-3/4 " 45 minutes 
42 59 1 20 6 hours None 
43 230 6 7,8 All Fifteen minutes 
44 -------- -------------
45 274 7 8 5t hours Perhaps 20 minutes 
Fraa eleven to fifteen olas .. s-------------- 5 
!'rom fifteen to twenty-ti ve cl.u .. a-------- 8 
Over twenty-tive olea .. •-------------------- 10 
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R�latioD8 for the 1940-19•1 session were that there were to 
be six hours of actual daily- cluawork 1nolu41ng study periods.. The 
results of the aurTey indicate that BOlle principala kept a longer 
daily- session than waa required or included pl&J'ground auperTision as 
olunork, becaue two principals 1D4icated tbat they actuall7 taught 
six end one halt hours duriilg the day, and one indicated that he 
t&U8ht seven hours. 'l.'Welve principals peraoul� taught six hours 
per 4q; nine others taught frail tour ud one balt to five and one halt 
houra; o� ti ve reported that they- taught between two or three hours; 
one indicated u little as fort7 Jlinutes ud olll7 one out of all 
county school principals could de�te hie or ber entire day to the 
work ot beiq a auperTisins principal w1 th no actual oleJJsrooa teaching. 
�n it is i�eresting to ob&erTe the amount of time each 
principal allotted to actual auperTiaion. The following chart will 
clear� show the different amount• ot tiJie per day and the obnous 
. 
lack of attention to teachers g1Ten bJ' principals. 
!en to titty- aiDutes----- 16 
Very- little-------------• 5 
MOre than two hours------ 2 
Several principals indicated in their responses that teaching 
and super'rision are neglected becaQM of t.he added burden of clerical 
actirtty-. Principal.l were asked, "Do JOU teel that clerical work 
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overburdens you to the point that your teaching and supervision are 
neglected?" Seventeen answered, "Yes"; twenty-three answered, "No"; 
tive did not respond. 
Those who answered "Yes" were almost ot one accord in believing 
that no distinction should be made between high schools and elementary 
schools in the matter ot supplying clerical help. The school board 
turnishes clerks tor all high school principals in the county. The 
responses ot those who ware not overburdened with clerical work and 
other responsibilities included no s�stions. 
One principal suggested that he did his clerical work at home; 
others hinted that additional teachers placed on the statt would give 
more time tor supervision. One wrote that every principal in a school 
ot tive teachers or under should have two hours per day tree of teaching 
tor supervision and clerical work. Another stated that the principal 
should have but one grade tor which to be responsible. A very gloomy 
attitude was taken by one who said, "I can see no reliet and keep up 
the standard ot instruction." Twenty-eight ot those contacted made 
no suggestions. 
Problems � Personnel Relationships 
Favorable personnel relationships contribute much to the success 
ot a principal's supervision. Untavorable relationships, on the other 
hand, add ditticult problems which he must overcome. 
Inasmuch as scores ot principals are sometimes taced with the 
vitally important task ot supervising beginning teachers, they were 
asked to state whether or not they believed that most ot these teachers 
15 
are equipped w1 th sutficient traiD.illg to deaerYe election to auch 
poai tiona. The answers ot fifteen were atti1'11&ti Te; sixteen gan nega-
. . 
ti ve reaponaea; the remainder pn no annera. In tbeir �i tional 
r.arka, JDO&t principal& said that J1811.1 failures come u a reault ot 
. . . 
the careleaanesa and indifference ot trainees who han. been enrolled 
. . 
in toraal teacher training courses in college. some Aid that rigid 
. . . . 
practice teaell.ing would g1 ve valuable uaistance. One adftD.ced the 
opinion that a teacher' s failure 4ving the tirllt 7ear deHned dis-
lliaaal; 8Jl0ther said that rapid teacher turn-oYer should be stopped 
by .. ployiDg older e�rienoed teaehera altoeether. 
The attitude aDd diapoaition ot moat ot the teachers concerned 
are apparentl7 quite aatiataetory. The .. jority ot :principals stated 
that none ot the teachers on their statts was tyrannical and t.patient 
in the clasaroCIIl. Only elenn out ot tort1-ti n said that teachers 
on their statts possesaed nch undesirable attitudes. SOile bave taken 
measures toward correcting these poor qUalities; some have tried to 
persuade their teachers to correct thea; others admitted their failure 
to gain the cooperation ot teacher• in overooaing these qaeationable 
attitu4es. One said facetiously, "Mine are not tJr&DDical enough." 
- � 
It is ...zing to note that only six ot the principals contacted 
had teachers UDder their supervision who allowed such attitude• as 
jealouaJ, dislike, selt-aatistact1on, aooial standing and differences 
in education to �r teaching in their particular schools to any 
significant degree. only one augpation 'W8.8 given as a remedy tor 
teachers wbo do possess such ugly traits. This principal urged the 
adainistration to �e the teacher". 
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UDtaTO:rable si tuationa preTailed ill eleftn instances where teachers 
insisted upon teaching when they were phJsicall;r unfit. !he remedial sug­
gestions allloat \Ulitomly' called tor a reucmable lean w1 th pay. •It 
is the a4ailliatration• a reaponsibilitr-, said one. 
The r-.pliea 1D4icate that it is not difficult to obaerTe teachers 
atter establishing eor4ial, :au.tually helpful relationships aong 
teachers, otticial.a and count;r agencies. Oal7 aenn principals stated 
that the;r haTe 4itticult;r ill so doing. Aeoor4iDg to one principal, 
there is :oot enough professional cooperation among teachers; there is 
too mach selfishness. 
Ohareh, factional and political strife cauaed dittioultiea which 
bapered the prinoipal-ao.amit;r leaders wu reported in another. One 
principal expressed his own inabili t;r to establish cordial relation-
ahipa with oo.umit;r qenciea because he ia not a good ":aiarft and aakes 
friends rather alowl7. 
Principals were asked to ll8ntion some ot the moat undesirable 
traits possessed b;r ••bera ot their statts. This list is intereatag 
but rather dittioul.t to cluaity; therefore, the condensed annera are 
listed b'7 case nWII.bers. Later, the same data are preso.ted in Table II. 
It is to be noted that much of the precision ot .. aning is lost; but 
the cc.paratin p:reTalenee of teaching faults is made more ertdent. 
Cue: 
1 Caapla1.1Lts aa to laek ot tille, tardiness 
2 Do onl;r require4 wort, shun added acti Y1 ty 
3 seltialmess, laok ot concern, taillu"e to aecept reeponaibility 
5 Or;riD& before olaaa, lack ot conoirn, aubbiahneas 
6 Dietator1al, clanniahneas, responsibility ahittiag 
7 Inau'bortination, lack ot cooperation, "laissez taire" atti\t._de 
8 Non-�eparation1 dialoyal�t y, responsibility shifting \ 
9 !'a1lure to assume pJ.87ground direction 
11 G.ruJD.bling, uncontrollable tUlper, 1lllpulsiTe speaking 
12 Lack ot wisdom in discipline 
13 J'ealouey, conceit 
1-i Lack o t pl.am11ng, irri tabili t7, illpatienoe 
15 Lack ot pupil understanding 
17 Poor he alth, unreasonable taper, constant ccmrplainiq 
18 Lack ot ini tiati Te 
19 Loud talkiJI&, nerTOUSJleiiS 
20 Teaching when pbysioall7 unable 
2l Selt-s at iltaction, aloTenlJ work 
23 Ooslip 
2-i In4itterence 
25 railure to under•tand pupils' domestic conditions 
28 Ine ttio ient discipline and plaJground supervision 
29 Irregular arri Tall 
30 reeling that plq period is rest period, reae nttulne sa 
31 IDabill\7 to toUow iutnct io na , do•atio problas at school 
32 Lack ot coDtrol 
35 Working just enough to get b7 
37 Lack ot knowledge ot child p&J'Oology 
39 IDteriorit7 complex 
4J. Principal' s and teachers • poaaession o t i.:p at ien ce 
oi2 Oritioisa o t schools in politics 
�Laziness 
These traits are classitied as tollows: 
TABI3 II 
Trait Number 
�tional inatabilit7--------------------- 9 
Minimua effort---------------------------- 9 
Poor j••_..-t----------------------------- 5 
Lack ot pupil UD4erltaD4ing--------------- 5 
X..Ubor41aat1oa�------------------------- � 
U.trien4lineas among teaehera----------·-- " 
�.al\-t1D4tag------------�--------------- 3 




Poor haalth-------���-�---------�----- 1 
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SOJu complimentary stat•ents helped to minimize the serious­
ness ot the undesirable traits •ntioned. Three principals stated 
that their teachers are cooperati Te, coDgenial and haJ)PY. OD.e indi­
cated that it his teachers possessed J18.DY undesirable qualities they 
kept them wll hidden. 
Practices _!!, Obsern.tion 
The principal's practices in observation will depend to a larse 
extent upon his practices 1n prograJIIIIliDg. The UIOUDt ot tillle spent in 
observation will depend upon the aaount ot time the principal has 
outside ot actual classl'OOJR teachiDg. Consequentl7, seTeral questions 
wre asked 111 the questionnaire concerniJ18 the aount ot time the 
principal had tor obsern.tion, the purposes ot obaern.tion, Mthoda 
ot obserT&�ion and the proTisions made tor his �oup during the tt.e 
used tor obserYation. 
In question :aineteen, principals wre asked: "Under rour present 
time allotment, do you teel that you are able to keep yourselt aut­
ticientq posted oonoerning the work ot your teachers?" "No", was 
the answer given by thirty-au ot the respondents. The7 were also 
asked to name their most ditticult euper'Yiaory problem. The tollow­
ing tabulation olassit1es their answers. It makes obvious nrioua 
superTisory probleaa and indicates that lack ot tt.e to observe is 
a liOjor problem. N1De ot the principals either did not answer this 
question or their answers were so 1Ddetini te that it was needless 
to tabulate thaa. 
TABLE III 
DD'J'ICUL'l'Y IN SUPERVISION BY lUJ!Jil!MARY PRINCIPALS 
DittioultJ; 
LaCk ot \t..------�----------�--------�----��-�--- 15 
Teacher's retusal to use new and tried .. thods------- 5 
Bon-cooperation on the part ot teaohars-------------- 3 
ID41Y11aalisa�1oa------------------------------------ 2 
oata14e ��-�-----------·----------�----�- 2 
Uncertainty in knowing what to look tor-------------- 2 
Dtaolplia.--�---��---------------------------�-- 2 
Lack ot teacher atien-------------------------- 1 
Uncertainty ot conterence praoe4ure------------------ 1 
UJlcertainty ot reaourcetulness 1n girlng a4rtoe------ 1 
Lack ot superYiaory kaowlelse----------------------- 1 
IB4ef1n1te ..... ra------------------�------·-------- 9 
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71Te principals lndieated that aupervision is fruitless because many 
older teachers insist on using methods ot instruction and discipline 
carried over from the past era. The teacher's acceptance ot pupils' 
1ndetinite answers was another dittioulty trequent� mentioned. 
other principals were not sure what they were to look for dul'!'lns 
obserntion. 
Table I, page 12, indicates that the aT&rage Knox County prino1-
pal spends the greater part ot the average sohool day in the classroom 
with his own group. .A.8 a result, prortsions lRU&It be -.de tor his 
pupil-group while the principal is out ot the room tor the purpose of 
observation. An attempt was made in question six ot the questionnaire 
to ascertain the prortsions made by the average principal while he is 
out ot the rooa. A table show1Bg ftrious practices tor providiq 
tor the pupil-group during the prlnoipal's absence follows. 
TABLE IV 
PROVISIONS FOR A GROUP WHILE TEACHING PRINCIPAL 
OBSl!RVES OTHER TEACHERS 
Type Number 
Study period with pupil in charge----------- 12 
Written work--------------------------�----- 8 
Reliable honor BJ•tea----------------------- 5 
No attempt at auperYision------------------- 5 
Teacher relief or combination--------------- 3 
Ina.tinite or no responses------------------ 10 
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Table IV shows that twelve principals make preparation tor a 
study period in whi ch some pupil is lett in charge . Written work tor 
the group is the policy ot eight principals . Five ot the principals 
depend upon a reliable honor system while the same number make no 
attempt to supervise. Ten responses were so indefinite that they coule 
not be interpreted . 
Q,uestion fourteen ot the questionnaire asked , "Do you always 
previously notify a te acher when you plan to vi sit the roam tor obser-
vation? It not , why?" Thirty-two answers were negative; tour did not 
answer; the remaining responses were attirmati ve . Some gave the ex-
cuse that they never knew when they could Tisi t .  Most ot tham explained 
that they did not want to observe when the teacher had made unnatural 
preparation. Those who answered attirmatively did not explain why 
they chose to previously notify teachers ot their coming. 
In question sixteen ,  principal& were asked it they would approve 
ot an administrative policy forbidding the supervisor to visit a class-
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room except at the formal request of the teacher and why. •No" was 
. 
the answer of forty-one principals. Among the more signiticant answers, 
the reason tor gi ring negati n answers was that those who need to be 
obaened and auperTiaed most are tbe ones who nenr aak tor auch. 
Question eight reads, •List the important features tor which 
you as principal ed superTisor would search during classroom 'fisi ts.• 
The entire list ot answers follows: 
Case: 
1 Indiridual 1Datruction, acceptance ot responsibility 
2 Presentation ot subject matter, plans, question types 
3 Pupil participation, induatr,r, teacher preparation 
4 Teacher plan, pupil attitude and response 
5 Pupil response, teacher presentation, results 
? Teacher initiative, pupil response to sttmuli 
8 Teacher preparation, e'ridences ot st1Jilulating thinking 
9 Teacher preparation 
10 .A.tt8Dtion, oourteay 
12 Pupil interest, teacher preparation, •ter1als at hand 
13 .Acouracy and abili t7 to do tundmental work thoroughl.J' 
14 Teacher-pupil actirtt;r, aldlls, Mterials, responsive results 
l!i Lesson t81l111arity, fundamental drills, participation 
l6 Teacher proticieno7, pupil inattention 
l? Preparation, •thods, eamestness, technique, pupil response 
l8 Teacher preparation, teacher-pupil participation, pu.pil response 
19 English used 
20 Attitudes toward children or activitiea at hand 
21 Reading, comprehension 
22 Interest, teacher-child responsibilit7, pupil independence 
23 Preparation, teacher-pupil relationship, en'riro����ent, instruction 
24 Mental attitude, lesson object, thoroupness in preparation 
23 'reacher presentation, class response 
26 Methods 
2? Discipline, class interest, lesson pl&DDing, test results 
28 Teaching •tbods and subject matter presentation 
29 Pupil-teacher definiteness 
31 Teaching JUthods, pupil reaction, knowledge range ot pupil 
32 Teaching ability 
· 
33 Approach, procedure, pupil response 
34 Reading ability 
35 organization, preparation, pupil attention, attitude toward work 
3? .Ar1 tbmetic: lmcnrledge of tractione, step labeling 
39 �scipl1ne, pupil interest, teaching procedure, lesson tJP&S 
Cue: 
40 Interest • teacher• s knowleclp of eub ject an procedure 
41 Number of aleepina pupils, subjects studied, pupil participation 
43 Oh114ren'a interest 
45 Teacher-pupil interest in subjects or lessons 
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This list shows that sixteen principals are interested in the 
teacher's ability and her preparation tor teaching at any particular 
time. :rourteen principals indicated that they are anxious to note 
the enthusiasm in pupil preparation and response. others are inter-
ested in the bgliah used, the pupils' reading ability and their 
proficiency in tractions. 
:rorty-one principals desire to find out it the pupils are given 
a certain 8110unt of tnedoa. in a classroom where joint planning and 
reapouibility play DD.ICh part. ODe principal who believes that the 
claaaro0111 should be entirely dominated by the teacher used practically 
no tt.e tor auperYision and obserTation. 
Practices in Oonterences 
The reader must not lose sight of the tact that, in moat 
instances, reference to the superYiaor in this discussion is a rater-
ence to an elaantary principal. The principal as superrtaor m.ust 
realize that his task entails Taried knowledge and Tariad procedure. 
Slllth and Speer haTe giTen us soma challenges in auparYiaion. Their 
exact statement follows: . 
8upenis1on should endeaTor to establish atandarda of 
professional actiTity among all school officers. 
Buperrtsion should be prenntati Te • creati Te • constructi Te 
and curatiTe. 
SuperTiaion should help to clarity the implications of 
eduoatioDfi principles, as basis tor constructive plans and 
prOP'amB• 
Sxiating conditions in teacher-pupil peraoDDel, programing, and 
protessional cooperation u.ke this challenge ditticult to •et. 
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Out ot all ot the l'llox Coaty principals contacted, cmlr seTOn 
are so situated that theJ can 4o their supervising b7 the use ot 
Taried ettective methods. The average principal baa inautticient or 
liaited time tor indiTidual auperTisory conferences. Be has little 
or restricted tiM tor d•onstration teaching. i'h.eretore, his super-
Tision is rather indirect becauae it llWit be done in sroup conferences 
atter school hours. Consequentl7, practices in conferences will be 
the next consideration. 
It is disappointing to discover that one ot the necessary 
exaellencies 1D practices ot superTision b7 Knox County elaDentar.y 
principals is very few. � tin ot �  alwa)'s arrange a conterenoe 
tollowins obaenation. This JlUilber lieeu very amall. Twentr-two re-
. 
port that ther usually tollow each observation with a planned conference. 
Nina sometimes conter with their teachers and six never contact thea 
atterwards. 
Thirteen principals tiDd it ditticult to approach teachers re­
sarding a c:ba.np in interior 1Dstructional prooe4ures. Por twantJ"­
three, the tai.k was :relatiTely eaq, and, as usual, three were unable 
to express theJUelves. !'or those, who do have ditticult7, a plan will 
later be sugested which will help to give principals more confidence 
Sauel Sm1 th, Robert K. Speer, SU;perrtaion .!.!!. � Elementart 
School, p. 11$ .  
in the approach and it will definitely stress the practice ot en­
eouragi:ng teachers to supplant the interior w1 th superior methods. 
Porty-one out ot torty-tive principals follow the policy ot 
personally or publicly collllllending teachers who i.m:prove and who have 
been ot exceptional service to the school program. 
Q,uestion twenty-two asked, "Do you tactfully advise teachers 
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to use good ideas which you have received by observing outstanding 
work done by one ot the teachers on your statt1' The answers indicate 
that most principals advise teachers to use good ideas which they have 
received by observing outstanding work done by other members ot the 
statt. Furthermore, the vast ujori ty ot principals suggest plans ot 
good teaching procedure that have been proven and tried. Those who 
were not sure ot their tactfulness indicated that they suggested pro­
cedures which were thought to be best. one who made no suggestions 
�tated that he always referred them to the county supervisor tor con­
structive suggestions. 
The pedagogical situation in BDY' administration is certainly 
more satistaotory when the principal is equipped w1 th sutticient super­
visory ability to give his teachers the greater portion ot professional 
advice which JllaDY. ot them seek and need • .  Since the county supervisor 
is so busy w1 th ott ice conterenoes in which she assists treDlendously, 
the writer was interested to know to whom teachers go tor most ot their 
professional advice. Therefore, he included a question to that effect 
in the questionnaire. Seventeen principals indicated that their teachers 
appeal to the county supervisor tor assistance; only eight questionnaires 
iD4icated that the principal gives most ot this advice; twenty-two relate 
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that teachers under their direction gp to one about as much as they uo 
to the other; three ot the p�noipals said that they did not know to 
wham their teachers go tor advice. 
There ia an element ot inconsistency, however, in the matter 
ot the principal's advice to his teachers. The majority ot the prinoi-
pals relate that their teachers do have contidence in the advice they 
g1 ve to th81l; yet many ot said teachers are prone to seek advice g1 ven 
by the superrteor rather than the principal. One, while answering •Nett, 
e�lained that his teachers had no confidence in the advice which he 
gave them because he knew so little about· their ·problema. Another 
believed that his teachers trusted his advice even though they 
questioned it because ot dissatistaction with his point ot vi ... 
Q,uestion twenty-tour was, ttit has probably been necessary tor 
you to discuss some ot your problem.s in supervision with the county 
supervisor. Will you please mention some ot these problems?" A list 
ot the problema given tollows: 
Case: 
1 Evidences ot good housekeeping 
2 Occasional resentment on the part ot a teacher 
3 Teacher's lack ot interest; not putting her work over 
� SUpplementary material; split grouping 
? Cooperation needs; instructional detects; standards 
8 Discipline; methods ot teaching 
10 Discipline 
12 Interest; capacity; discipline 
13 Teacher negligence in tollowins the course ot study 
1-i Fourth grade general instruction; upper grade Dll8ic 
16 Laxity ot discipline on the part ot the teacher 
lB Helping the teacher to put her work over 
19 :rtrat grade discipline 
20 The work: ot an elderly teacher who is in a rut 
21 D1se1pline, Dllsic, seatwork: 
23 Teaching presentation 
2� Poor discipline; lack: ot preparation 
Cue : 
25 Schedules ;  materials tor slow gi:'OUp8 
29 Teachers' careless use ot school property 
30 Teacher burden 
34 None 
35 ·'l'hi.rd grade beginning teacher; lack ot work by some 
38 Teaching methods ; kinds ot books to . use 
41 Schedule making; pupil classification 
43 Beginning teachers 
45 Teachers' inability to diacipline pupils 
A table wherein these problems are classified follows : 
TABU!: V 
CLASSD'ICATION OE HlOBLEMS 
TBE SUP  cn'1D111mmVI:rrsOR MUST HEI.P T'BE PRINCIPAL TO SOLVE 
Probl• Type Frequency 
Teaching teohDi�----------------- 9 
Dl .. ipllae-------------------�----- 8 
PeraoDDel-------------------------- ' 
Professional atti\ude-------------- 5 
Prosr---'ms-- ---------��-------- 5 
Mataziala-------------------------- 3 
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According to '!'able V, principals must approach the county super-
visor often tor helptul advice on teaching methods and procedures. 
Problems in discipline are next in frequency . Misfits in faculty 
personnel also require attention as 4o programming and professional 
attitude toward work. Lack of proper use of materials at hand was 
least often mentioned as a supe�sory problem. 
Practices in In-Service Improvement 
If a teaching statf as a whole has any confidence in the advice 
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of a principal , it will be tremendously interested in a phase of current 
practice called in-senice improvement . One section of the SUrTey was 
dedicated to the proposition of finding out how Knox County teachers 
were improving thamselves . even while they were teaching . 
In question seventeen ,.  principals were requested to state the 
procedures they used to create interest on the part of the teacher in 
the iaprOvement of instruction . The procedures are listed as follows: 
Cue : 
1 CJ"•ate interest in profession, partioularly achievement testa 
2 Rating, classification, future generations , etc . 
3 Encourage use of available materials , keep up w1 th modern methods 
5 Raising the standards ot the school 
6 Use of all tests, courses are taken in sUlllll18r to improve work 
'1 Point out good and bad methods of pedagogy 
8 Have teachers lead discussions in faculty meetings 
9 Give projects to cerrr out and material with which to work 
10 By example · 
11 Point out weak point� and ways to help the students 
12 Praise ,  show my interest 
13 !acttully pointing out pupil deficiencies 
14 Giving helptul advice in planning work 
15 Create good feeltAs of cooperation 
17 'Encourage s\DB8r school attendance ,  give suggestions 
18 Recopi tion ot 1mprov8118nt 
19 Competition wi\h other schools , compliments 
20 Paculty aeeting discussions led by teachers 
22 Successful ezperiments 
23 Busgest and tell what other teachers are doing 
25 Teachers exchange ideas by discussing successful plans 
26 .Advice tacttu� 81 ven 
28 Campliaentary tactics with suggestions 
29 By eumple 




35 Encouragement , interest in what is done well 
37 Use of graph from mental tests 
39 Discuss school problema 
.0 Encourage interest in improvement 
41 Tell teachers that their rating is based upon teaehillg 
42 Watch, check results and 1aprov8118nt , if any 
43 Personal discussion atter visits to claasroaa 
<i5 Use of good teaching methods from good periodicals on school work 
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The answers in the prececlins list haft b .. n tabulated 8114 are preeente4 
in the table below: 
TABU: li 
FROCJ!OORES USED TO CREATE ftACBllt-lltl:Jild!iS'l' IN 
THE IMPROVEIO!!N'l' 0"8 INS'l!roC'riON 
Igro'YUlent Procedure 
Creation ot professional interest--·--·--· 10 
Uses ot modern methods and materials-·-·-· 10 
Raising school standards----··------------ 1 
�----------------------------------- 6 
Round-table diaeuasions---------------·--- 4 
Summer school attendance------------------ 3 
The table shows that t .. nty principals arouse the teachers' 
interest in instruction tmpro...ent by attempts to create professional 
enthusiasm and by encouraging the use ot better and more modern materials 
81ld •thocls ot instruction. Senn principals advocate raising school 
standards . Praise and c�ndation is the sti.Jmlant .used by six. In 
tour schools , zeal�us teachers are inTited to share their experiences 
in round-table discussions . Three belieTe that additional study duriq 
8WIIIIl8r school attendance will equip teachere w1 th illlproTed •thods ot 
instruction .  
The County Teachers' League , in cooperation with Knox County 
Board ot Education, aaintains a small professional library . The county 
also appropriates enough money from year to year to enable the Lawson-
McGhee Library to circulate books through eTery rural district . Teachers 
are giTen the prhilep ot checking out unusually large nlllllbers ot books 
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at one tiM . Tl:aeT haft the prinlep ot teep1�ag th• toza a .-peo1t1e4 
leDcth ot time . One purpose ot the nneT wu to leva to wbat enent 
this 11bru7 Hnioe is uHd . lortT·thne peneat ot the priao1pals 
11L41oate4 that e'ft!7 teacbeza on the statt toot a4vantap ot the aftilable 
UbnrJ •nice; tortJ•Wo pezaout indicated a ta1za aout ot teaoheza­
ue ot these •ten ala ; t110 percent stated that their teacher• partio1-
pate4 MagerlJ in utilising materials f1'0lll the school and county c1Mu­
latia8 11'brary. P'ourteen percent gaTe no answer . 
The scboola of Knox County possess a limited amount of profession­
al literature . 'l.'lrenty-senn schools 8Ubscribe to or possess the follow­
iDt •terials : Childhood Education , Grade Teacher , Parents , !• !• A• 
Journal , Instructor , Nol'llal Instructor , Tennessee Teacher , Classroom 
Teacher , Current bents , Child Craft , Current "Enslish, and educational 
textbooks. But , eTOn with the possession of such literature , most 
principals stated it was not giTen sufficient purposetul use . 
Practices in Recreation 
Etticiently planned recreation has been neglected in Knox CountT 
schools for many years . The a4ainistration has instructed principals 
to become more alert in the supenision ot pla)"tiM and playground 
actirtties . The surYey included two questions about recreation. One 
asked if the staff had designed and posted a playground schedule . The 
purpose ot the other question was to deter.aine the degree of cooperation 
given by teachers in supel'Yised play during recesses . 
Answers to the first question indicated that tW8nty-aix statts 
had prepared playground schedules ,  but only halt of them were posted . 
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Riateen Hhooa ha4 ao tomal aoMclulee .  One principal aai4 that hi a 
aohedule wu ponecl but , •It ia abloet iJipoeaible to clo urthine about 
it . T011 lmow, a p�gl'OUilcl acb.eclule ia.'t worth auch 1lbell 701l haft no 
plqgroUDcl." One who u ... re4 Mp:U..-elJ aai4 , "The priJloipel. doea it 
.n.• 
OD.lJ' twlft ot the tortJ-ti•e prinoipala related that the7 were 
oa.pletelJ nt1atie4 with the teachera' cooperation in plqgroUD4 auper­
naion. lD twu.t7-oae cuea, fair cooperation wae reoeiftcl ; the re­
ai.Dder iD41oate4 that oooperation on the part ot teacher• in recreation 
aupemaion was poor, 11114 ..-er, poor. 
Praoticee !! CUrricular Planniy 
.U a baeia tor the tolloriDC 41ecuaion, it will be u8UIIed that 
the el-ntarJ curricula ot box Colmty e�t8.1'7 achoola conaiete 
ot all planned acti"f'itJ wbich contributes to the aucceaatul operatioa 
ot each aohool and that the ph1loaoph7 ot education tor each aohool 
••t be larpl.J dete1"JJ1De4 on the baeia ot the awrap prnailing ph11-
oaop� under whioh the Hbool operates. Inaauch u the writer tollen 
a philoaop� ot grou.p eunicular pl.aJmiDS which, in hi a on ju4&Mnt , 
ia quite aatiataotory, he deoicled to insert a group ot quatiou i� 
the aune7 queat1onnaiJ"e conoened with currioular pl.ama1Jl8. Realiziq 
that there oan be no aucceeatul aupenieion uleaa it ia baeed on 
cletinite prenoua pluni��g, the writer beliefta it wiee to introduce 
the result• in thie 41Tiaion ot the dieouaaion. 
DuriDS hia entire ab1D1atrat10Jl, SuperinteD4nt L. H. Bricke7, 
ot tbe Xao::a: Count,- Schoola, hu iuiated that aohoola ot e'ftl'J aiu 
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hold taoult;r meetings at detini te and regular intenals. Inuauoh as 
the •eting suggested is ot prime consequence , the trequenOf with which 
such meetings were held should be considered . 
meet . 
The tollow.l.Dg chart shows the trequeno1 with wtdch various statts 
Once w.etlJ---------------- 18 
Twice ... thlJ-------------- 12 
No definite ttae----------- 4 
Once .enthlJ--------------- 3 
�11---�-�-�---�-------- 2 
Twice .. etl7--------------- 1 
Three times .. eklJ--------- 1 
Three times aonthl7-------- 1 
As necessit7 demands------- 1 
No &D8Wer------------------ 5 
The larger schools are more SJStematic in their meetings . Those 
who meet welr:ly or twice :monthlf are schools w1 th more than seven on 
the atatt . Smaller faculties meet less often . It was found that the 
principal who reported a dail;r meeting ot his taoult7 had 01111 one 
teacher UDder his supervision, and the other unusual answer stating 
that a tacult7 meeting convened three times each week came from the 
principal ot another two-teacher school. 
In the report , the question calling tor a statement as to the 
problema ohietlJ discussed in tacult7 .eetings are summarized here . 
Twelve principals related that moat ot the meetings are spent in the 
diacuasion ot curricular problems ; eleven ot them report that most ot 
each aeeting is used to discuss discipline; eleven say that time tor the 
treatJUnt ot both is about equall7 divided . One individual, in writing 
that discussion on curricular problems prevailed ,  explained that cur-
ricular problema can be handled as the7 arise . .Another principal 
attir.med that a discuasion ot generalities prevailed and that neither 
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curriculum nor discipline was talked about . A person giving discipline 
as the predaainant topic added that the remainder ot the meeting was 
utilized tor plana to be used in raising school tunds .  
As the subject ot curricular planning was considered turther , 
it was tound that many principals encouraged teachers to criticise the 
county a4�pted course ot study , to add superior practices to it , and 
to disregard items which they judge interior . Twelve principals en-
couraged teachers not to deviate trom the suggestions in the course ot 
study. 
�estion eighteen asked : wno your teachers analyze instructional 
merits and detects in an attempt to gradually improve deficient atti-
tudes and procedures?" With tew exceptions, the answers were attir.ma-
tive . One principal was so enthusiastic in his response that his 
emotional answer was , ftQht Detinitely!ft Only one stated that he did 
nothing to improve instructional procedure . 
The next chart demonstrates the frequency with which certain 
problems require most ot the principal' s attention.  
Questions regarding course content----- 5 
Teaching procedure problema------------ 15 
Problems in diseipline----------------- 26 
This indicates that the average principal spends more ot his time with 
matters ot discipline than he spends in considering content ot course 
and teaching procedures . 
Because the writer had been taced with the disagreeable task ot 
supervising teachers who desire to do nothing outside ot rigid class-
roam routine , he wanted to tind out whether or not the supervisory 
success ot other principals was reduced by similar unpleasantness. It 
' 
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Wa.s discovered that an extre1118ly taTorable situation existed, because 
twenty-six answers stated that their teachers wholeheartedly partici-
pated in the part ot the curriculum tor.rly known as outside acti T1 ty 
such as plays , exhibits , special pro jects and the like . Answers pointed 
out that eleTen principals superrtsed teachers who were halt-hearted 
in thi s regard . Except tor two whose answers were "seTenty-tiTe percent" , 
the remainder tai led to reply. 
SUperintendent Brickey and lliss B.uttman, in particular, were 
anxious to know what each school had done in the way ot remedial work 
as a result ot standardized intelligence and achieTement tests -.hich,: 
: ::· 
haTe been given to Tarious grades in all county schools since 193?::. 
· . . . . 
. .  
BuperTisora• acquaintance with the principals' attitude concerning 
the use ot these tests would be ot much benefit to them. A classitioa-
tion ot practices regarding the use ot these tests is to be tound in 
thi s �ext table . 
Nature 
TABU: VII 
REMEDIAL WORK RESULTING 
FROM STANDARDIZED TESTS 
Nuaber 
��as-��--��------------------·----- 1& 
Particular stress on low .abjeots--------- 8 
IndiY14ualisation------------------------- 7 
Fun4amantal drill------------------------- 5 
In-Bervice impro.-ment-------------------- 4 
More tests tor confirmation--------------- 4 
Coat•�•no••------------------------------- 1 
More �vi ... · - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------�-- 1 
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Table VII indicates that the nuaber neglecting to use the 
standardized intelligence and achieTement tests as a basis .tor tm-
provement ia the highest . Eight principals place particular stress on 
inatl"\lctional procedures tor subjects in which pupils rate low; seven 
aphaaiza the practice ot spending more tt. with indi'rldual pupils 
whose achievement is low. Vour principals persuade their teachers to 
drill more in the tundmentals . Others believe that low p�pi l a­
chievement indicates that the instructor has not done a good job ot 
teaching . Conaequentl.J, their teachers are encouraged to utilize 
improved and enriched procedures tor the subjects in which their pupils 
:rate law. Attar suggested •thods have been tried , tour principals 
give additional teats to determine whether or not such instruction has 
raised pupi l achievement . 
Recently much has been said concerning the utilization ot 
available COBRUDi ty resources • The wr1 ter 1 realizing that supa:r'rlsory 
coDteren�e should be uaecl to encourage such , set out to tind out it 
principals did encourage teachers in the extensive use ot suoh available 
resources . The appendix will show that :t'1:t'teen principals gave no 
uners to the question. With an exception ot one negative an8118r, 
responses were all at:til"'llltive . However, several tailed to llat the 
available resources. The next list contains all o:r the available com-
:mmity resources reported by the principals to be used in the various 
elaaentary curriculums . 
Cue : 
1 Cla1, marble , old homes, seed, trees , etc . 
2 Cammuaity problsaa 
3 Community collections 
7 Historic places , markers , museums , rich geologic localities 
Cue : 
11 J'illul , circalating llbr&r7 
12 SOils ,  histori c spots 
14: Very tew troa tams aTai.lable 
15 Factories ,  city water plant , places ot historic interest 
16 Books, special piotlll"es . 
17 lield trips , commercial concerns , church facilities 
1.8 Dairies , t&l"JU , •rchants, mines 
20 Rural nature , l.mlber mills store projects , etc . 
21 Negro school 
24: We can' t leave school tor tield tripe 
25 Fertilizer plant , luaber Jlill 
30 Stores ,  forests , plants 
31 None at present 
3:5 Library 
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39 Uneducated parents, plenty ot people looking tor tree clothes 
4:1 T. V .A. 11 terature , po1Dts ot interest , colllll8roial literature 
� Libr&r7, factories ,  dairies, truck tarma 
43 L1br&r7, University Extension 
The aTai. lable coJB1111ty resources ��entioned by princ ipals are 
outlined as tollowa : 
I .  Natural resources 
A. Rural nature 
1 .  Forests . 
2 .  Plants 
3 .  Minerals 
B. Rich geologlc localities 
II . ID4uatr1al resources 
.A.. Factories 
1. Ferti lizer plant 
2 .  Luaber aill 
B .  City water plant 
c .  Dairies 
D. 'Merchants 
E .  Kines 
F. Fame 
ni. General resources 
.A.. Historic spots 
1. Old homes 
2 .  MuseUil8 
3 .  Old markers 
B. Co•nn1 ty probl8DIS 
C .  COJIIIIIWli ty oollectiona 
D. tJDeducated parents 
IV. Cul"ural resources 
.A.. J'i l.lut 
B. Boots 
c .  Pictures 
D .  Church facilities 
s. J'1el4 trips 
"' .  Nesro school 
G. Ubl"al"J 
H. T. V .A. U te:rature 
I .  'Oni verai ty ertenaion 
The ,/,r,;r:o aohool wu glvc u a natural resource because a 
apecial UD1 t 1n 1/.gro lite had been worked out . One prinoipal who 
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U ated no anilable resources explained that it wu illpoaaible to 
leaft school tor field tr1pa and the like . Lectures by local busineaa 
Mn and tU.u •de a'ftilable by ooJDmity til'U •re alao llated . 
The findings ot the surTey have been presented concisely in this 
chapter . The survey was made during the 1940-1941 school session. A 
total ot tbree-buDdred-e�shty teachers were employed in the sixty-
seven el-.entary schools during the year . There were 13 , 236 pupila 
enrolled 
Problellls in programming and personnel relationships present 
major ditticultiea . Lack ot tiu is an outstanding problea. Probleu 
1D personnel relatioD.8hips are . intenaitied by some beginning teachers 
and by several experienced teaehers who possess poor personality traits . 
Two chief factors in superrt sion, observation and conferences , 
haT& been studied; the practices have been presented . The chiet handi-
caps in observation are lack ot time and preparation tor group activity 
while the principel. is absent . A tn prinoipala are systematic in 
their practice ot tollawiDg classroom visits with protessional conter-
ences . Most elementary teachers go to the county superYisor tor pro-
tessional conference s and adTice rather than the principal. 
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Most principals indicated that �•7 encourage in-service train-
ing ot teachers by creating professional interest in such as reading, 
conferences ,  and summer school attendance .  :Fewer than halt ot the 
teachers were reported to be taking advantage ot available library 
. 
services . A favorable number ot schools subscribe to current edu-
cational literature . 
It was found , by means ot the survey, that the average princi-
pal is dissatisfied with teachers' cooperation in recreation and play-
ground supervision. 
Curricular planning tor the most part is done in faculty meetings 
called at fairly regular intervals . Only twelve principals indicated 
that the greater portion ot each faculty meeting is used tor curricular 
planning. In others , general discussion takes precedence . Most teachers 
participate wholeheartedly in so-called extra-curricular activities. 
Sixteen principals do nothing to encourage their teachers to use the 
results ot standardized tests to guide them in remedial teaching. An 
excellent number ot teachers are encouraged · to enric� the curriculum 
by the utilization ot available community resources .  
The interpretations and recommendations in the succeeding 
chapter will be based on the data presented in this chapter . 
CHAPrER IV 
INrl!RPRll:l'ATIONS .AND RECOW!ENDATIONS 
Before attempting to interpret the Tarious problems in super-
vision of the principals of Knox County elementary schools , it is  
necessary to establish an appropriate definition of supervision as it 
applies to the principal. Weber has the following to say: 
SUpervision, as applied to the principal, includes every 
means employed to make the work of the school most effective 
in the lives of the pupils . Such means may be better class­
roam instraction or better cooperation from the school 
patrons through parent-teacher associations or other agencies . 
In a broader sense, supervision has more aspects than one is  
accustomed to consider. In a more 11mi ted sense, anything 
that applies to the school system as a whole applies to any 
school under the direction of a school principal. Each 
principal is the chief supervisory official in his particular 
unit. He is a line officer with administrative and super­
visory responsibilities delegated by the superintendent.! 
The function of supervision is further explained by Burton : 
The function of supervision is the improvement of in­
struction, the encouragement of good work, the constructive 
elimination of ineffective efforts and misapplied energy • • • • • •  
�rt supervision should lead teachers to a broad vision of 
teaching problems so that the work of one grade may be seen 
in relation to the work of other grades, to an understanding 
of · needed revisions, of necessary growth, and of the final 
outcomes of instruction.2 
The writer believes that supervision by Knox Coanty elementary 
principals should stress the practice of giving all possible leader-
ship and assistance to teachers in order to make their instruction of 
children attractive , purposeful and adequate . A teaching program 
l.Jrhomas N. Weber, Cooperative Administration � Supervision E!_ 
� Teaching Personnel, pp. 281-282 . 
2william H. Burton , Supervision � Improvements � Instruction, 
p. 9 .  
based on such a policy should do its part toward deT&loping children 
and youth into usetul citizens . 
Progr8lllllling 
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On the basis - of information gained tram the office of the Knox 
County superintendent of schools , the average number of pupils pe� 
teacher was thirty-five during the 1940-1941 session. Because of the 
larse number of elementary schools and their ranges in size , the 
pupil load per individual teacher is very unevenly distributed. It 
the average teacher had one group with approximately thirty-five 
pupils , her task would probably not be so difficult . Many teachers 
have two ,  three , tour or more grade levels represented in one room , 
some haTing more than torty-ti n pupils . Such condi tiona tend to 
make teaching in the middle-sized school and small school extremely 
difficult . 
Likewise , the supervisory loads of principals differ because 
ot uneven distribution throughout the county, the problem of pro­
fessional supervision and guidance being exceedingly difficult in the 
smaller schools . In most cases , the average elaaentary principal i s  
considered the bead teacher. He i s  aade responaible tor certain 
administrative routine duties ; he must formulate a superT1sory program 
that can be adapted to his school ; he :auat put forth some effort to 
know his teachers , their likes and dislikes , their health conditions , 
mental attitudes and capacities and the educational achievements ot the 
pupils in order that the program can be adapted to their needs. He 
must be informed concerning community problems of various types and he , 
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with the help ot his statt , should formulate an applicable philosophy 
ot education. 3 But this is ditticult tor the average principal to do . 
In same oases it is practically impossible . 
Programming is one ot the major probleu ot the average ele-
mentary principal in Knox County . It one will look at Table I ,  page 12 ,  
one will find that the average principal load renders adequate 
programming tor supervision impossible . OUt ot torty-tive contacted , 
there are only eight principals who are situated so that they can de-
vote at le ast forty per cent ot the school day to the supervision ot 
instruction . The remaining principals have trom one to seven teachers 
depending upon them tor guidance , yet the average Knox County principal 
teaches twelve classes each day; he spends an average ot tour and one 
halt bours in his own room with his own group . Column tour ot the 
same Table will show that he spends an average ot approximately twenty-
seven minutes per day in the actual supervision ot instruction , ad-
mittedly an inadequate amount ot time . 
The tacts in the foregoing paragraph reveal grave handicaps to 
supervision by the average Knox County principal . The situation just 
presented does not compare with the average small elementary school 
discussed by Reavis and others in the following quotati on: 
Today , in most schools enrolling more than two-hundred pupils, 
the principal is relieved ot teaching in order that he may super­
vise instruction . Practices in this respect differ , ot course , 
in ditterent school systems . In some systems , a school haTing 
as tew as tour teaehers ia placed in charge ot a non-teaching 
3J'rederick A. Ford , I!!! Instructional Program, P •  272 . 
principal.• . 
In addition to. average load and difficulties in progra.ing, 
sevent�en principals indicated that clerical work over-burdened them 
to the point that both teaching and aupel'Ti.sion are neglected . The 
wri tar' s own experience leads hiJI to agree . It seems that at least 
clerical help should be furnished . 
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It is. impossible tor the superintendent ot schools to keep in 
close enough contact with the principals and entire teaching peraonnel. 
The nperintendent seldom anrages more than two personal visits to a 
aohool during the year. His ottioe routine ia ext.raely hea..,-; conse­
quently , he has l1111ted tille tor individual conterences with the 
principala . The county nperrt sor' s position is s1milar . The writer 
belieTes that the conditions exist because the administrative unit i s  
too l.arp. The average principal'. s task i s  ditt�cult . He , too, has 
a multiplicity ot tasks . His task is made difficult because ot the 
unevenness ot the size and distribution ot schools throughout the 
county . These principals hesitate to ask ttae tor professional meet­
iDSS to work out a philosophy ot education and supervision which 
could be adequately appropriate tor the system. The wr1 ter bas as­
serted that the admini strative unit is too lerse . There are too many 
schools ; consequently , there are too maey principals . It there were 
fewer schools and tewar principals, the supervisor• s ettorts would 
be less thinly spread and the learniDg child would undoubtedly proti t 
in the end . Coincident with this line ot thinld.DS, Fought says , 
.. illia C .  Reavis et al, !!!, nelll8nte.ry School, p .  286 . 
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The movement tor better rural schools is upon us, north , south, 
east and west; nor will it subside until the reform is complete . 
To this end , the times demand: (1)  more thorough school organ­
ization and control," (2 )  greatly increased school support , (3)  
professional supervision and instruction, ( 4:) modern school 
plants , ( 5) practical courses ot study , and ( 6 )  centralization 
ot schools • • • • • • • •  
The size ot the unit ot organization plays an important role 
in school attaira. The success � failure ot school adllinis­
tration �d npem1ion u wll u 1ohool IUpport depnd1 largel.J 
upon it . 
Beoau•• ot th11 eneven diltribution of schools and prinoipal.a• 
ntr .. dittioultiea in progri!IDIII1J18 preftil. When one considers the 
difficulties encountered in ••ouril18 school appropriations trom the 
Knox County Court� the wri tar' a tollolring racoJIIDlendation sounds 
fantastic . However , the poasi bili ties tor reaching this ideal exist , 
and those interested in education may well experience them in the 
tutura . The recoDIIUndation is that Knox County elementary schools 
should be further and systematically consolidated . Among educators ,  
thi s recommendation needs no further oontirmation, but , tor emphasis , 
a stat .. ent from Fought follows : 
The consolidation ot schools is the panacea tor existing ills . 
The ideal plan contemplates the discontinuance ot weak schools 
and the consolidation ot a number ot districts sufficiently large 
to maintain a graded school. "Where conditions are lati atactory , 
this means the establisluunt ot graded schools in_ every respect 
equal to Tillage schools , right in the heart ot rural coJIIl'llUDities . 
In addition to what the urban child gets , consolidation otters 
opportunities tor study under the benign influence ot field and 
grove in the very bosom of mother natura. With these schools at 
his own doors , the � child need no longer seek urban canters 
in quest of' learning. 
5aarold W. Fought , ,!!!. American Rural School, pp . 16 , 1 '1 .  
&Ibid . ,  pp. 22 , 23 . 
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The writ�r further recommends that the Knox County schools ad-
ministrative unit be divided into fewer and larger school districts . 
Smaller and weaker schools should be syst.aatically consolidated so 
that no elementary school faculty. wi ll conaist or tenr than nine 
teachers . This number is recommended so that the principal will not 
have to teach longer than the tille required to g1 ve him practice in 
teaching sufficient tor him to continue his sympathetic understanding 
or the average teacher and her problems . SUch a situation would en-
able effective supervision. The principal could budset his time tor 
daily administrative routine ao that :t'orty or fifty per cent o:t' his 
time would still remain tor aupervision . 7  
In spite of the tact that some consolidation ha s  been e:t':t'ected 
in Knox County, it baa not been done extensively .. enough . SUpervision 
by principals is neglected and inadequate . Methods by which this 
supervi sion may be improved will be suggested later . 
Personnel Relationships 
The average principal ot a Knox County elementary school works 
under trying conditions . r:r his work is to accomplish what it should , 
the teacher persoDJlel under hi s  supervision should be well trained 
and capable ,  cooperative and resourceful. The principal himSelf should 
be qualified. As a supervisor , in addition to training and experience , 
Cbamberlain says that he lllUSt be intelligent in illpl8J18nting the tour 
objects following: 
'saauel E .  Weber, Cooperati1"e Administration � SUpervision E!_ 
� Teaching Peraonnel, p .  298 . 
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(1)  Helping the teacher to define definitely the objectives ot 
her work; 
( 2 )  Helpiq the teacher to enluate the ettecti veness ot · 
leuDiq coDditiou which he is prov14ins; 
( 3) Helping the teacher to diapo• her own nakDeaHs and 
abilities aDd thoae ot the lear.ner. 
( ') Helping the teacher to eltm1Dftt• tDstructional deficiencies 
which are reTealed b7 the diagno1i1. 
With these ob jectiTes tn aind along with appropriate pedaaogtoal and 
npernaory tra1n1q, the principal ah0ul4 be able to superrt M et­
tecti'ftlY even thouah he is burdened w1 th •ltiple acti 't1. ties . J'urther-
110re , the teacher• under his .apel'T11ion lboul4 be traiud to the extent 
tbat they could cooperate w1 th hla in hie ettort . 
'1'ba answera to question elaTeD, 1D the appelldi:z:, page 88 , indi• 
cate that sineen principal• belleTe that most besinning teacher• are 
DOt equipped with autticient trailling to deaer'ft election to the positions 
theJ hol4 . on the otber hand, titteen indicated that it was their 
ballet that beg1nn1J18 teachers tor the aoat pet are autticientlJ 
tra1Ded . The wr1 ter ahare1 the latter belief . He turthel"JJIre is 
inclined to belieYe that the aTerage principal il not justified in 
uld.ag the tomer aaaertion becauH it baa bMn ahowll that the aTerqe 
principal ODlJ uses t..nty•aeTen minutes each 487 tor aupernaion. 
Doubtless, he doe a not 1pelld that a�Dunt ot t1ae eTeJ"1 dQ" ob•rn��g 
the begiuiag teacher. The uaertion is backed by a quotation troa 
Reeder : "AD appalliag JlWiber ot bes1DD1ng teachers tail , aD4 most ot 
thea attim that they fail, becaue they are not SiTen help by their 
principala ." 9 Therefore , the tact that a begiDDiD& teacher taila or is 
8teo Jl. C�berla1n, � Teacher ,!!! ,!!!! School Organization, p. 343 .  
9w. G. Reeder , Public School .A4m1111at:ration, P• l,l . 
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coneidered a failure is unaui ted ar un"rained tor her work aay be 
the result ot the principal' • lack ot assistance , courtesy or jud@llent . 
Their achievement_ .., be tmproTed it the principal follow. the 
practice of being an ettective llaD.ager ot teachers . Cooke has this 
to &Q': 
He mnst stand tor something to which teachers incline BD4 so 
take his place as a tocua ot thought . He DIWJt be more than an 
executive- a worker ot 1118Di he must make a religion ot hie cause 
and hie cause ie the teachina proteaaion • • • • • • • A devotion to a 
cause goes a lona way in establishing teellnge ot truet between 
the auperviaar and the supervilled .  Teachers accept the lee4er­
ehip ot their euouti ve by �rtue ot their respect tor hia and the 
cause tor which he stands . 
Yet it is true that aoae beg1DD1ng teachers are not qualified 
tor election to a position . The princip&l should use every available 
uana to ueiet her before procla1aing her a failure .  AOcordill8 to a 
atat ... nt ot the Knox County Superintendent ot Schools , the board is 
toUowina a policy of electiDC teachers with no leas than three years 
of college training. V8D7 begimdng teacher• with depoeea are now 
available and teachers with training are being employed. The begiRDing-
teacher situation would be improved it the boud could establish a 
rigid policy ot employing oaly thoee who have a degree or the equiyalent 
ot tour years ot college training. �rding to Cooke , at least tour 
years ot college trainills should be requUect tor any el .. atary or h18h 
school teacher . In more prosreaa1 ve ay.tema , five years ot traill1Da 
are required . U 
l0De.D.n1a H. Cooke , .Adm1n1ateriy � Teachiy Peraouel , p .  11 . 
llibid. , P • 32. -
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Several euspations were offered to couteract beg1Jin1q teachers' 
tailurea. They were : oloHr npem aion, the aployment ot o14er teachers , 
and remonl. The writer 'belieYea that a bes1nnt:na teacher has a perfect 
ript to try her hand 1n teachi:na in XDox County elelentU'1 schoola jut 
the same as 1n anr other county . His experieDOe is that the aYerage 
teacher w1 th .aple tra1n1:na 1a likely to succeed it she is s1 van sympa­
thetic aupeniaion. He beli ..... a that besinning teachera who are proYen 
ta1lures should dettDitelJ be diamiased but not until the principal , 
aupemaor and auperinteDdent oan delloutrate that abe 1a a ta1lure . Ba 
believes , furthermore , that the practice ot interneahip tor teachers 
would help solve the problem. 
Br1etly , this plan compares w1 th the coJIIIendable interne reqUire­
JIIellt in JUdicine . ttAtter haYiq received a bachelor' •  degree or ita 
equiYalent , the teachias candidate should be asked to sene as interne 
or cadet teacher tor three years before he or Bhe 1a accepted u a tull 
fledged teacher."l2 This aaaumpt1on leads the writer to aaaert that it 
would be quite difficult tor the average principal to ascertain that a 
beginning teacher is a ta1lure a:tter one J't&r . 
Conaequently, the wri tar recOJIIIIlends a three year interne ship tor 
beg1nning teachers . The principala , with the aasiatance ot the cout7 
supeniaora , should be expected to siva beginn1ng teachers an ablmdance 
ot directiYe attention with the purpoae ot aseuring her success it her 
teaching capabilities are adequate .  The administration Uould initiate 
l2cook1, .21!. .!!!.· , p. 32 . 
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a Yigilent 871t .. t1c Mthod ot obsenin& and enalrzina their progreaa .  
Rating sheets tor bes1DD1Dg teacher• durins 1nteraeah1p ahould be 
required ot the principal.a at regular utervala . .A.t. the end ot the 
three years ot interne1h1p , their success or failure ahould be de-
termined by the a4min18trat1on atter haTing examined their written 
recorda ot progress , written recommendations fraa their principals aDd 
written recoaelldations from the county auperneors . 1Vhen their 
success is detini tel7 and fomall7 eltabllahed , the7 should be placed 
on the permanent tenure ll st .  The preeent probationary clauee ot the 
Knox Oounty Tenure Lew could be ettectiTely carried out according to 
the plan which has bNn preHnted . Such a recoDID8ndation is supported 
by Reeder in the following quotation :  
The besiDJling teacher needa help aost and appreciate• it 
moet . It poesible , eTery beg1Jming teacher should be v1e1te4 
eTery dey durin& the tiret week or two of 1chool, and m.any later 
rtaita should alao be made . In tact , the prucipal should Tiait 
her on the very tiret and second day ot school it at all po1sible . 
This rtait Jllll8t not be made 1n the tuhion ot aleuth , but in the 
spirit ot a real friend . A supeniaor who CIUlllOt do hie work 
eaept tb:rough inetilliDS tear into the hearts ot those whom he 
supervisee ia not wortbf ot his callins, the tgits ot such a 
supemsor are eure to do more eTil than good . 
The Terioua ex11tiD8 per10nali ty trai t1 ot ltnox County ele­
•ntary teachers ere 41souaae4 on pages 13 and 16 . Table n ,  page 17 , 
1nd1cates that emotional 1natabil1 ty , minimum ettort , poor judsment , 
. 
laok of pupil UD4er8tl!ldill8 and insubordinati on are the 110st prcainent 
undesirable traits . A taoult7 composed ot a few teachers who posaeae 
such traits cannot achieft aati lfactory reeulta in instruction . Th8 
13War4 G. Reeder , !a!, Fundementale st. Public SChool Adminia­
tration, p .  1'10 . 
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principal, in order to guide teachers , must be an individual of strong 
personality . Teachers possessing poor personality traits should be 
tacttully informed of them. The principal and other teachers should 
encourage such handicapped colleagues to correct or tmprove poor 
personality traits . 
These assumptions are supported by Reinoehl and Ayer, thus : 
The social and personal qualities of a teacher combine with 
the better traits to make a strong personality. This is a 
fundamental factor in teaching. Through personality traits , the 
impressions are made and determdned. With desireable traits ,  
success i s  made possible . Those with opposite traits are not 
likely to succeed. An altruistic,  patient , devoted , generous, 
bouyant and kindly disposi tioned young person, capable of guiding 
and helping others has superior personality that is quick to win 
favor in the teaching field. Part of it is due to nature ; much 
of it may be the result of nurture. Personality traits ..2.!!. .!!!, 
cultivated � improved . All fesireable qualities may be developed 
by thought and right practice . 4 
Since authorities indicate that undesireable traits of teachers 
can be eliminated, the average principal can insi st that the undesireable 
traits mentioned in Table II , page 17, be eliminated, remedied or 
repaired so that cooperative participation will permit the principal' s  
supervision to be more purposeful. Favorable conditions brought about 
by excellent teacher traits are most helptul to child growth.l5 
Seven principals indicated that their supervision was not com-
pletely successful because of the impossibility of establishing cordial 
mutually helptul relationships among teachers , officials and county 
agencies. They indicate that these conditions are brought about by 
14charles ll. Reinoehl and Fred C .  Ayer , Classroom Administration 
� Pupil Adjustment, p. 495 . 
15Ibid . ,  p. 497 . -
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jealousy among community leaders and church and facti�nal strife . Such 
unpleaaant aituations could be relieved it principals and teachers 
will learn the established customs of the community and respect them. 
It it ever becomes necessary or advisable to do something which might 
be contrary to the mo�s and customs of the COJJIIlUni ty, it should be 
done with the least posaible violence . The custom of one community 
may be taboo in another. 16 Theretore , principals and teachers should 
endeavor to learn the mores and customs of the community so that they 
may develop diplomacy to the extent that oi tizens will not become 
offended when these customs are violated . 
Principals who indicated that some ot their teachers insisted 
on teaching when they wre sick were justif.ied in suggesting sick leaves . 
Various lengths of tima W8re suggested tor sick leaves w1 th pay. Cooke 
shows that the average teacher is absent between six and seven days 
each year and that the pol1c7 of g1 vine a ten day sick leave w1 th pay 
to the teacher is commonly and successfUlly practiced in various parts 
ot thi s country . 1 '1 
The writer believes that every el ... ntary principal worthy ot 
holdins his position should have some TOice in the el.illl1nation and 
selection of teachers tor his atatf . With that voice, he could be 
instrumental in choosing teachers w1 th po18e and personality, those 
who are well trained , tboae who are able to IUUiter the art ot teaching 
16S. ·A. Riebe et al. • !a!, .;;C,;;;laa.--•.r.oca-.-• pp. 25 • 26 .  
17Demlil H. Cooke , .2R,• ill· • P •  � .  
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and those who have professional ideas and attitudes .  It the make-
up ot hia teaching personnel were employe4 on such a buia, the trained 
principal could. no doubt , be comparative� succeaatul in hie super-
vision. 
Olaasroaa Observation 
The average Knox Ccnmty elementary principal is expected and 
should be expected to aupeniae his teachers to a .  reasonable degree 
in api te ot the tact that the greater put ot the school dq is apent 
in his own room with his own group . No •tter how 1111ch t1me he mu.at 
speD4 teaching , he muat budget hia tiJDe eo that he can observe his 
teachers otten enough end long enough to tora some opinion as to her 
ability, equipment and professional needs . "It is therefore necessary 
that the principal study hie job thoroughly and plan his work so 
carefully that he aa,. tiD4 needed tille tor euperTision .•lB 
The 41tticulties ot supervision are classitied in Table III , 
page 19, This table shows that lack ot tima is the greatest ditti-
culty 1n supervision. This means the lack ot tiu tor obsening and, 
ot courM , conterencea which shoul4 follow. The chart also points out 
that supervisory atta.pts are fruitless because some teachers retuae 
to use new and tried Mthocla that are augested . '!'hey are haDdioapped 
because it is iapoaaible to persuade teachers to give individual pupil 
attention where it is needed. Some teachers are probl_. because tbq 
� :r .  otto , .I!!!. Elementary SChool Organization and A4m1nis­
tration , p. 3-&6 .  
have ditticulty in discipline . One principal reports the lack ot 
preparation on the part ot one teacher . Two principals admitted 
that they are handicapped because they do not know what to look tor 
in supervision and one su.ggested that his resourcetulneas in g1 T.lq 
advice was limited . These major probleaa are extreme handicaps and 
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they serve to decrease the supervisory proticiency ot any principal. 
The writer believes that principals c an  ri se above such situations 
with proper training, experience , proper budgeting ot time , patience 
and good judgment . 
With all ot these handicaps , especially lack ot time , how is 
' 
the principal to observe the work ot other teachers when he has the 
responsibility ot his own group? Table IV, page 20 , records that 
twelve principals leave the room attu planning a study period with 
a reliable pupil in charge . Eight principals depend upon a reliable 
honor system; others depend upon another teacher to relieve them while 
they are out ot the room .  
The plan 1fhich the writer submits is one 1rh1ch he successtully 
used lrhen he was principal ot a aeTen-teacher school. It was tound 
to be most convenient to leave tor obserTation purposes during the 
planned study period in language arts ; or . the principal could leave 
during the planned study section ot the social science period . The 
groundwork tor pupil action was laid by streaaing repeatedly good 
citizenship and honor as a tra�t which should be possessed by . •  .good 
citizen. 
The pupils ot the room were organized into a sort . ot student 
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government club . In order to avoid the uae ot the term "student 
goyernment" , the wri tar suggested that the club be called the"tJooper­
ative Planning Club" . The pupil who held the highest ottice was 
called the manager . He was nominated by the pupils and ele�ted by 
them. The teacher was also parmi tted to vote . The Chai� ot the 
Discipline Committee, Monitor 00111111. ttee , Grounds Committee and Lost 
and Found Committee were called cOJIIIII.i.ssioners . They to:rmed the Manager' s 
Cabinet and met at regular intervals to tor.mulate the policies of the 
c lub . The Commissioners saw to it that the committee members carried 
out the regulations ot the club . 
When it was necessary tor the principal to be out ot the room, 
this organization was lett in charge . He never lett without telling 
the group that he was goil18, why he was goil18, how long he would be 
gone , and where he could be tound should he be needed . He never 
attempted to peep in or slip in on them. Their �setul silent read­
ing instructions were placed on the blackboard , and , many times , they 
were accompanied by purposetul questions to which annars were to be 
written . 
The wri tar, after haTing planned purposeful work tor the pupils 
to do , is reasonably sure �hat they were not excessively noisr when 
the organization was in charge . Most pupils did a tair grade ot work 
while the writer was absent ; better pupils did the average good work 
tor which they were always capable. A near-by teacher reported that 
the entire group was unusually quiet throughout the year. Some disturbance 
was reported by the :iDanager and his cabinet . The pupils who were re­
ported were always tmmediately reprimanded . 
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The writer feels that this plan which was effected so that he 
could observe was qnite successful . He suggests that any other average · . . 
principal can do likewise .  If the practice is followed , lack of time , 
the major difficulty in superTision , can be overcome to a noticeable 
extent . 
Most ot the principals indicated that they do not notify teachers 
when they plan to visit their roams tor supervisory observation. The 
most common explanation was that teachers and pupils make unnatural 
preparation when the principal' s  Tisit is pre-arranged . It this 
practice is the constant policy of the averase principal , the writer 
believes that the policy is unwise . By this statement, the writer 
does not mean to assert that every visit by the principal should be pre-
arraneed . On the contrary, the principal should feel tree to visit the 
room of any teacher at any time ; but a reasonable number of his visits 
should be pre-arranged, and some ot them should follow the teacher' s 
invitation. 
Cooke says: 
A school may be organized and admini stered rather effectively 
with a minimum amount of classroom Tisi tat ion, but the superTision 
of instruction cannot be successfully carried on in the absence of 
classroom Tisitation. The supervisor should realize this tact and 
visit his classrooms as often as possible • • • • • • • • • • •  The best 
teachers welcome such visitation , because they find that such 
visits , it properly conducted and followed up with a conference ,  
continue improvement in sarvioe . l9 
The writer tears, however, that since the greater part ot the 
principals do not pre-arrange their visits, the real object ot their 
19nennis H. Cooke, �· .!J:!. , p. 326 . 
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obserTation is lost and that the practice tends to become inspection. 
This type ot observation is dubbed by Reeder as " snoopervision" and 
is ' ot little value because it is not generally followed by a conter-
ence . This type ot supervision is discouraging and destructive rather 
than constructive and encouraging.20 
Similarly, Weber says, 
The principal should not be regarded as an inspector . He should 
have the confidence ot his teachers so that he can enter a class­
room unannounced and seek opportuni ti'es to lend aid wheneTer needed . 
He should not interfere with any school activity unless inter­
ference is necessary to affect permanent improvement . Because a 
principal must know at first hand whether his school is function­
ing properly or not , and should have the confidence of his teachers , 
supervision is personal � "SUpervision by correspondence" sent 
out tram the principal' s office cannot furnish him with proper 
knowledge ot nor a desireable relationship with his teachers .2l 
Therefore , in spite ot the taet a principal is busy with his teaching, 
h� must find time to observe his teachers regularly with some super-
vi sory purpose in mind. 
The majority of principals stated that they do not approTe of the 
policy of visiting a classroom only at the formal request ot the teacher. 
Authoritie s agree that they should go when invited , but the average 
principal is seldom inVited by a teacher to Tis it her room. Laura G. 
Snyder proved that this was true when she made a survey which showed 
that out ot seven hundred teachers, only two hundred forty-eight 
practiced inviting the principal in tor oonterencea .22 
20aeeder , �· .2!1• , p. 169 . 
2lweber, E.E.· ill.· ,  p. 284 . 
22taura G. Snyder, "Classroom Visits and the Individual Conter­
enoe': Tenth Year Book , Bulletin ot the Department of Elamentary School 
Principals , N.i:'A. , 1931 
Smith and Speer say that when a supervisor is observing the 
activity ot a teacher in such an exacting sub ject as English , tor 
instance , the teacher should always have advance notice . They say , 
Further : 
SUrpri se nsits are undesirable . A capable superT1sor is 
not deceived by the occasional instructor why does his best 
only when the supervi sor is present . In tact , teachers may be 
intor.aed ot the particular items in Which the supervi sor will 
be most interested . Let them do their best tor the su�gisor 
and let him encourage them to always to their best work. 
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The writer heartily agrees with ·suQh a philosophy and _recomends that 
it be followed . The tact that a teacher can �e unusual preparation 
tor the supervisor' s  visit is a good indication that she can make such 
preparation every �B.Y'· The princip� , reali zing this i;lossibility, can 
' 
encourage and insist upon the c ontj nuance ot such preparation .  
A list of important features tor which Knox County principals 
look during supervisory observation is given on . page 21. Sixteen ot 
the principals indicated that they were interested in the teacher' s 
ability and her preparation. Fourteen indicated that they were 
anxious to note the enthusiasm in pupil preparation and response . 
others were interested in the �ish used, reading ability and their 
proficiency in tractions . The writer believes that they are justified 
in looking tor such factors . John B. Thomas says that during obser-
vation , the following activities should be studied caretully : teaching 
- technique , pupil purpose and activity , class period analysis , amount ot 
time devoted to ditterent activities during the class,  teacher attitudes 
23Samuel Smith and Robert K. Speer, Supervision .!!, !!!.!, Elementary 
School, p .  121. 
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such as attention to individual children as well as groups . 24 
Observation on the part ot any principal as supervisor is 1m-
portent , but the principal should realize that the teacher occupies · 
a fundamental place in the school. The principal should never assume 
any function that rightfully belonge to the teacher . He , therefore , 
must develop sui table methods tor T1s1 ting, observing and diagnosing 
classroom activity. It any ot his conduct tends to interfere with the 
teacher' s control ot theolaas, the classroom work is injured . 25 
The foregoing thought is supported by Reavis and others . 
The methods ot visitation should be clearly understood by 
the principal , and his purposes and procedures should be made 
clear to his teachers . In general , the principal should teal 
tree to visit the classroom when he' pleaaes. He may do so on 
invitation and in that event he should strive to comply 1f1 th 
the wishes ot his teachers .  He should make his visits as often 
as possible and with as Uttle disturbance to the teachers and 
pupils . J:JJ.y ostentatious display , on his part , is entirely out 
ot order. The time ot visit should be arranaed so that his arrival 
or withdrawal trom the room will not disturb the classroom work. 
In maldng records ot his vi sit s, usually atter leaving the room, 
he should take notes w1 thout display. His notes in the room may 
prove d1st�b1ng to teachers , especially those who are new to the 
school or ine�rienced .26 
· 
It is reasonable to assert , then , that principals ot K:nox County 
elementary schools do not visit teachers etten enough and long enough, 
They indicated that they lack time , but the writer believes that it i s  
due partly to lack ot planning , interest and budgeting ot time . The 
principal ot a school ot any size should plan and budget his time so 
that he can ma.ke :piU'pOsetul observation a part ot his program in super-
241olu:L s .  Thomas , '!Juperv1s1on Is A J'oint Enterprise ," Tenth �­
book , Departlunt ot Elementary Principals , p.  181 .  -
215Ju.lo B .  Hillegas , "Viewpoints on SUpervision," Tenth Yearbook, 
N.�.A. , Department ot l!ll8118ntary Principals , P• 1'10. 
26W1ll1a c .  Reavis et al. , !!!, El8118ntary School, PP• 286 ,  28'1 . 
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vieion . It has been pointed out that he can it he has the ability to 
supervise and the desire to realize the sati sfaction ot reasonable 
achi evement by his entire school personnel . 
Conferences 
Responses on the questionnaire show that only seven out ot 
torty-tive principals are situated so that they can supervise effectively. 
How may a principal w1 th administrative work and teaching tind time tor 
conferences atter observation? 
Charles B .  Clark, the principal ot a seven teacher school, had 
difficulty in arranging supervisory observation and conferences .  His 
clever philosophy was published in the l!'A.ucational .Administration and 
Supervision magazine tor October, 1938 . The following paragraph is 
one which every small school principal should read : 
Directing the ettorts ot a corps ot workers trom some position 
ot elevation is one kind ot supervision, but it is the same kind 
ot supervision as that done trom a hole . The aims are the seme 
but the methods are quite different . One must lead without seem­
ing to lead , cause a turn w1 thout seeming to cause one , call a 
halt without seeming to , effecting a retreat without seeming to 
do so . Really, in a small school ,  to be a good supervisor one 
must be a diplomat ot a superior kind before he can supervise . 
The typical small school principal must supervise trom a hole . 
But to lie there is disgracet There are things which can be 
done . Wriggling around in the hole may get one out . .An occasional 
heave and a mbeiding mi ght make the hole into a rut , and then 
into a grave . 26 
This tigurati ve analysis serves to demonstrate the difficulty 
ot the principal' s task in supervision in a echool w1 th a small tacul ty .  
26charlee Blake Clark, •Supervision l!'rom A Hole , "  Educational 
SUpervision ,!;!!! Mministration Magazine , October , 1938 , Vol • .  24 , p .  636 .  
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Since authorities haTe indicated that superTision must not be 
considered " snoopervision" or inspection, it is reasonable to think 
that eTery superrtsory 'Visit must be followed by a p�ose:tul confer­
ence w1 th the teacher . Every conference should proceed on as profes-
sional and serious a basis as possible . The conference should be held 
at a definite time and place , but it must not be held until the princi-
pal has obserTed the "WOrk of the teacher a good deal . There should be 
no 1nterruptions .27 
Twenty-three principals stated that approaching teachers regard-
1ng a change of instructional procedure was a relatiTely easy task . 
Thirteen principals expressed difficulty in making such approaches .  
Superrt sory conferences for the first group should end with satisfactory 
results.  Difficulties for the last group are more than likely due to 
a lack of diplomacy or basic understanding on the part of the principal , 
or the lack of a cooperatiTe spirit on the part of the teacher concerned . 
The 'Visit of the principal to the teacher should be looked upon by the 
teacher as her opportunity to secure help in all conferences .  It 
should be looked upon by the princ ipal as a " challenge to tax hi s 
capacities to their utmost in order to proTe worthy of hi s position 
in this heaTY task of preparing boys and girls to shoulder the burdens 
of the world ." 28 
Then, the principal should be diplomatic and well trained; he 
27Charles B .  Clark, .2£• _ill. ,  pp . 636 , 637 . 
�n H. Reeder , "SUperTision In llodern Schools , "  Educational 
Administration � SUpenision M!§azine , December , 1936 , 22 : 642 , 643 
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must possess professional spirit and be resourceful it his conferences 
are to end successfully. In order that he may command the teachers' 
respect , he must read widely; his past experiences in education, repu­
tation , committee appointments, office holdings in professional organ­
izations and the like should have been such as to win their confi­
dence . They will then be apt to respect his advice . 30 Also , the 
principal' s  selt-contidence would be sufficient for him to make suc­
cessful supervisory contacts . 
Apparently, such a ta�rable condition exists in Knox County 
becauae the majority ot principals reported that their teachers have 
confidence in their advice . Twenty-two principals who reported that 
they follow every vi sit with a conference are correct and progressive 
in following thd.s procedure . .And , since Mi-. Clark urges the practice 
ot regul� conferences following observations , it appears that the nine 
who reported that they seldom arrange for a conference are deficient 
in meeting their supervisory responsibilities . 
The writer recommends that the principal of an average size 
school should plan to make these observational visits in his school 
each week. A conference should follow each visit as quickly as it is 
conveniently possible . The following morning thirty minutes before 
school would be preferable . At such a time , the two would be rested 
and fresh and could discuss their problems cooperatively . Burton says , 
"Ideally, any plan of supervision should provide for definite conference 
periods at a time when the teacher is not already worn from tbe days 
30charles B .  Clark , ..2..£• ill· ,  p .  627 . 
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work.31 
Irwin o. Addicott says that there are nine basic principles of 
the supervi sory conference which the principal will observe . These 
principles are : 
( 1) The principal must organize his school so that he will 
have time for regular conferences . . � ( 2) Conferences are to be scheduled if tbey are to be effective . 
( 3 )  Conferences should be long enough to be effective . 
( 4) The teacher, not the principal , should do most of the 
talking. 
( 5)  Conferences should be held where there wi ll  be freedom tran 
needless interruption. 
( 6) The conference should be used to plan tor the future rather 
than to discuss past mistakes . 
( 7 )  The conference should result in a program which has been 
mutually worked out and agreed upon for helping the teacher with 
her problem. 
( 8) The principal should always be prepared tor his coD:f'erences .  
( 9 ) The principal should record the problems which are brought 
up in conferences .32 
In every conference ,  the principal should secure the teacher' s 
own analysis of her work . He should commend what he approves and make 
helpful suggestions for what he di s�pprov:es . He should always find 
something to praise so that the tea�her wil� not lose all her self-
confidence.  He should h�lp the teacher di scover her weaknesses and 
over come them. The principal must be pleasant ; he mus� suggest ; ·  he 
must criticize tactfUlly, and as a result , he may expect teacher growth. 33 
This further instruction is given by Reinoehl and Ayer : 
3lwilliam H. Burton , SUpervision � �  Improvement E!_ Teaching, 
p .  412. 
32Irwin o .  Addicott , �inciples ot Effective Teacher Confer­
ences , "  Tenth Yearbook, Department of Elementary Principals , N.E.A. , 
1931 ,  pp . 263-265 . 
33rrhomas H. Briggs 1 Improving Instruction , pp . 375-377 . 
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Supervisory conferences should take place both before and 
atter a teacher' s  work is observed . Pre-teaching conferences 
are an aid to planning work . Follow-up conferences are needed 
for the development of plans to correct .anifest weakness , to 
make suitable adjustments or to carry on or complete any project 
under way. Favorable condi tiona tor these conferences make for 
free discussion of problems and insure greater improvement in 
methods and devi ces used .34 · 
Forty-one out of forty-five principals indicated that they 
tollo• the policy of commending teachers tor exceptional service . 
According to recognized authorities, such procedure is excellent . It 
gives the teacher confidence and encourages her in her work . Ideas 
gained by observing procedures of other teachers are excellent to 
suggest to the teacher in conference .  Teachers in need of help should 
be encouraged to visit and study techniques used by teachers whose 
reputation is outstanding. No doubt , such practice will contribute 
to good teaching.35 
A quotation tram Weber follows : 
A teacher• s · work must be poor indeed it the supervisor cannot 
find some word of commendation for both pupil and teacher . It 
may be that appearance of the room deserves special attention or 
the apparent interest of the pupils in their work, or some other 
commendable features.  No one cares tor the presence of a grouch . 
The human element is of great importance .36 
The writer believes that far too many teachers go to the county 
supervisor for assi stan�e . It is his belief that the general super-
visory program should be presented clearly to the principals . They, in 
�einoehl and Ayer , .2E.. cit . 1 p. 510 . 
35rfilliam Burton, .2E.• ill· 1 pp .  416 , 417 . 
36samuel E. Weber, Cooperative Administration � SUpervision 
21 Teaching Personnel , p.  313 . 
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turn, should execute these plans . Then all difficulties in teaching 
technique in any particular subject should be taken up with the princi­
pal who , in turn, gives assistanc e .  I t  he is not able t o  help , he 
should center with the supervisor . 
Since the general supervisor is so very busy, teachers should 
go only when they are invited to do so by the supervi sor herself or 
when the principal advises it . Ot course , it it is evident that the 
principal is unable to assist or neglects or refuses to assist , the 
teacher is justified in calling upon the general supervisor . Otto says 
that since the principal is responsible tor the entire conduct ot the 
school, he should have all ot the supervisory problems called to his 
attention .  I t  he can help , he should; i t  not , he should take the matter 
up With the supervisor or advi se the teacher to do so . 37 
Table V, page 26 , classifies the problems which the supervi sor 
must help the principal to solve . Problems ot teaching technique are 
most frequently mentioned ; problems in discipline are next , personnel 
problems are next ; professional attitude and programming have the same 
frequency. The proper use ot materials was mentioned less frequently. 
Principals are justified in seeking help trom the supervisor in 
their problems . The supervisor' s knowledge ot teaching methods and her 
e%perience in discipline are adequate enough that she can assist the 
principal . Principals should teel tree to take all problems to her 
because she i s  acquainted with the curriculum; she is a student ot 
37Henry Otto , Elementary School organization , pp. 342-344. 
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educational problems ; she is trained in administration and supervision, 
curriculum construction, educational research and the like . 38 
our own supervisor has the qualifications . It is appropriate 
to recommend that all principals avail themselves of the opportunity 
to se4tk her help . She can be ot invaluable assistance to every princi­
pal in Knox County who conters with her tor professional advice . 
All principals in Knox County elementary schools are the super­
visors who are responsible for supervising instruction in their par­
ticular schools , Kilox County schools are engaged in a fairly pro­
gressive form ot elementary education. It has been stated with 
authority that principals should observe the work of their teachers 
often. This observation must be followed by a purposeful conference.  
The wri tar knows by experience that principals who teach most of the 
dey can budget their time so that classroom Tisi ts can be made and so 
that conterences . can follow. It is difficult work, but most educational 
administration is hard work . The anrage principal' s work in profes­
sional quidance can be successful because be has e�ery right to expect 
his teachers to work in harmony w1 th his plans and to undertake and 
carry out his suggestions . Both teachers and principals should, there­
tore, develop attitudes of honesty, sympathy and mutual confidence in 
each other in order to make working relationships i.deal .39 
38Samu.el E. Weber , .QR.• ill.· ,  p.  313, 314. 
3�einoehl and �er, .2E.• ill· ,  P• 74. 
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In-Service Training 
Table VI ,  page 28, classities the procedures used by Knox County 
principals to create interest in the improvement ot instruction during 
the time in which they work . The techniques used are commendable ,  but 
the trequency ot the use ot some techniques is apparently too low. 
Summer school attendance was mentioned only three time s ;  round-table 
discussions were mentioned tour times . Creation ot protessional interest 
and the use ot modern methods were at the top ot the list . 
Principals should encourage teachers to improve themselves in 
various possible ways . DeYoung has listed quite a number ot types ot 
in-service educational growth devices tor teachers . They are : 40  
Constructive supervision 
Demonstration and school visits 
Consultive services in schools 
Summer study 
�ension and home study 
Protession and cultural reading 
Travel 
Sabbatical leave 
Teacher' s meetings 
Protessional organizations 





Supervision in Knox County schools could be improved by all ot 
the toregoing practices with the exceptions ot retirement plans and 
the sabbatical leave . These possibilities would haTe to result trom 
county court appropriat ions . 
It is untortunate that , according to the principals' statement , 
teachers do not use the County' s proteasional 11 brary enough . In all 
probability , the principals do not make sutticient use ot it . Reavis 
40chris .A. DeYoung, American Public Education , p. 399 . 
suggests that principals should become acquainted with such profes­
sional libraries and ettectively adverti se their advantages.  This 
may be done by means ot printed bulletins at taculty meetings . 
Teacher conferences may reTeal special problems and the use ot the 
library may thus be developed.41 
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The professional literature possessed by Knox County elementary 
schools i s  limited almost entirely to magazines .  Professional text­
books were limited to the Classroom Teacher series and some college 
texts which were brought to school by the teachers; but , eTen w1 th the 
possession ot such literature , most principals indicated that it was 
used very little . 
The magazines used by Knox County elementary teachers compare 
w1 th those round to be used by other teachers throughout the country. 
In addition to those mentioned on page , the following should be 
added: Primary Education, Journal !!! Education Methods ,  Eleinentary 
School Journal, !!!!, Journal 2!_ Education. 42 
It is possible tor all elementary schools to haTe a small pro­
fessional library. The administration encourages such development by 
matching funds tor the purchase ot books. The writer believes that 
every principal Should make an ettort to establish a professional 
library. He should set the pace tor his teachers by using it extensive� 
himselt. Again, ReaTis has the following to say: 
41Rearts et al. ,  .2R.• cit . , pp. 346 , 347 . 
t2Ilearts et al. , .2R.• ill• ,  P• 347 . 
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The principal should set the pace tor his teachers in professional 
reading , and his reading tor the �arge part should be books whi ch 
he ·expects his teachers to read . There is no reason why any princi­
pal should not have in his school a professional library built 
up through annual pooling ot personel subscriptions for books 
and educational magazines . The parent-teacher association may be 
interested in such a project and induced to provide a small fund 
tor the purchase ot current professional literature .43 
. The principal , because ot his resourcefulness , should suggest 
material for his teachers to read from books or articles . He should 
suggest study 1n oaretully chosen summer school courses or extension 
courses ; he should insist upon attendance on professional conventions 
and other teachers meetings . He should suggest the observation of 
work done by superior teachers .44 
Knox County teachers can easily avai l themselves ot these in-
service training possibilities because of nearness to the University 
ot Tennessee , nearness to the oity schools ot Knoxville and because 
Knoxville is the headquarters tor the convention tor the East Tennessee 
Education Association .  
Inter- school and inter-class visitation have been proven t o  be 
valuable tor teacher-improvement while in service .  The supervisory 
program ot Blount County schools included such a plan in the 1941-1942 
school session many teachers visited the writer' s sohool . Many larger 
systems have admitted the success ot suoh a plan. For instance , in 
Queens , New York , visits to other rooms and schools were profitable .  
Several purposes were accomplished . ( 1 ) Teachers became accustomed to 
43aeav1 s et al , .£R,• ill• ,  p .  347 . 
44Thomas H. Briggs , Improving Instruction , p .  377 .  
having people in the roam other than pupils ; ( 2 )  teachers learned 
their own weak points or were reassured as to the value of their own 
work; (3 )  they learned to apprec i ate one another' s difficultie s ;  ( 4) 
the fear of supervision was allayed . On the whole , the plan proved 
valuable .45 
The wr1 ter believes that Knox County teachers could improve 
themselves while they teach �Y cooperative supervis ion ,  professional 
reading, by taking advantages of near-by cultural resources and by 
school and class inter-visitation . Principals should be organized 
to the extent that it would be their policy to encourage every means 
of teacher improvement while in service . 
Recreation 
The recreational progr8lll of a�erage Knox County e lementary . 
schools i s  �nadequate aooording to the fin�ngs in the survey . Only 
twelve principals indicated that they are completely satisfied with 
the teachers' cooperation in. playground and playtime supervi sion .  
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Most of the principals indicated that they have posted playground 
schedules ,  but since it' is obvious that recreational supervis ion i s  
generally poor, the preparation �f such a schedule i s  wasted time . The 
writer , as principal , has never been satisfied with teacher cooperation 
in playtime supervision . Unfortunate ly, older and more experienced 
teachers are the worst offenders . Their lack of activity has its 
45sditorial ,"Inter-Class Visitation for In-Service Training, " 
Elementary School Journal , Apri l ,  1940 , Vol40 , p .  572 . 
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influence upon younger teachers . They stand and look, but seldom direct . 
It is extremely difficult to convince some teachers that playtime direction 
is as much a pert of the teacher' s  work as it is a part of the principal' s 
work. The writer fears that the administration is not strict enough in 
its requirements for recreational guidance , particularly at recesses . 
It is necessary to have directed play , it is healthtul ; it is 
educational; it should be considered a vital part of the curriculum. 
J. F .  Williams says , "Play - play for its own sake , for the indwelling 
satisfaction that comes to him who plays .ft46 
Since the playground problem is one that exists in every grade , 
and age , it i s  necessary for every teacher to participate . Wisely . 
directed play has come to be considered one of the most effective means 
of character building available to the schools . 
Elementary pupils fall into a few natural age groups for directed 
play. The first is the group under ten years of age . They are the 
chi ldren which use and are satisfied with swings , boxes , slides ;  folk 
dances and rythmic games. 47 Next is the intermediate group . The 
chi ldren of this group are a little rougher. They are interested in 
tougher game s .  They need horizontal bars , baseball bats , basket balls , 
volley balls , and the like . They aeed to play w1 thin their own group . 
Here is a place for a teacher to direct play and insist on fair play , 
teach new games and insist on non-players becoming active .48 
46Harry c .  McKown , �· �· , p. 166 . 
47Rosooe Pulliam, Extra-Instructional .A.otivities .2! � Teacher ,  
pp. 230 , 231. 
4Bibid . 
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Then, the older intermediates or junior high school group is 
next . Thi s group needs equipment similar to the intermediate group , 
but because of their nature , their play group should be separated tram 
the others .  Again , the teacher who directs has an opportunity tor pur­
posetul supervi sion.!';4:9 
For several years , the writer has encouraged close play time 
supervision. Since there is no gymnasium, children are encouraged to 
stay out in the open. During rainy or cold days , chi ldren are supplied 
with simple indoor g8Jil8s to be used in their own room w1 th the teachers 
supervising. The program has been quite successful. Disc ipline problems 
have been fewer and children are happier . The ent ire recreational 
program i s  more sati sfactory since the state has become more rigid i n  
its recreati onal and physical education requirements . 
The writer believes that well directed play i s  a vital need of 
the elementary curriculum . He recommends that all princ ipals prepare 
a well-rounded program of recreation .  He would call upon the adminis­
tration to insist that every member of the faculty should give generous 
support in recreati onal supervi sion. 
Curricular Planning 
The writer was concerned w1 th the problem of curricular planning 
as a part of the average principal' s guidance . Since many of his own 
plans were developed in faculty meetings , he was interested to learn 
49.Roscoe Pulliam, �· ill· ,  p .  231. 
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how often other faculty meetings were held . The list on page 31 1D4i­
cates that the most ot the schools hold their faculty meetings once 
each week . Twelve principals indi cated that faculty meetings were 
held twice each month . others meet' irregularly. 
The superintendent ot Knox County Schools has stressed regu­
larity in holding faculty meetings . Reavis also stresses the importance 
ot such meetings and cautions principals that they must be professional , 
well planned , attended by all and should be set at a time when it is 
convenient tor all teachers to attend .50 
The writer realizes that it is important tor various phases ot 
school work to be discussed in faculty meetings . He was interested to 
learn about the amount of time used tor discussing curricular problems . 
J[ghteen principals out of forty-five indicated that most of the time 
was spent in the discussion of curricular problems ; twelve stated that 
the discussion ot problems ot discipline take up most of the time . 
others said that curricular problems were handled as they arise and still 
another said that most of the time was spent 1n formulating plans tor 
raising money . All ot these things must take place in the faculty meet­
ings since thi s means is more commonly used in formulating the policies 
ot a small school; but the writer believes that curricular planning 
should take precedence .  
The frequency with which faculty meetings are held i s  dependent 
upon the supervisory policy ot the particular school. It a worthwhile 
supervisory program has been planned ,  it is necessary tor teachers to 
SOaeaTis et al . ,  �· .ill• ,  pp . 288 , 289 . 
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meet otten so that aims and ob j ectives ot the school can be plainly 
laid betore them. Curricular planning in taculty meetinss will be ot 
a general nature . Planning must be more specific in individual conter­
ences . 51 
The wr1 ter recommends that purposeful faculty meetings should be 
held no less than twice each school month. The average school principal 
will have ditticulty in making plans tor meetings which meet more otten . 
It is likely that the interest ot the faculty would decrease it such 
meetings were called less otten. 
For several years , the supervisors ot Knox County have prepared 
a course ot study tor the elementary schools . The superintendent and 
superTisors have stressed that this course ot study is to be used 
merely as a guide tor work during the year. Teachers are encouraged 
to make marginal notes as suggestions tor improvement . It has been 
stressed that the course ot study is not the curriculum. It is merely 
to serve as a starter upon which the teacher is to base an enriched 
type ot Pll'POSetul teaching procedure . It has been made clear, however, 
that the course ot study � be used and not neglected . 
Results ot the survey showed that the �jority ot principals 
encoUrage their teachers to criticize the adopted course ot study, to 
add superior practices to it and disregard items which they judge in­
terior. Twelve principals encouraged teachers not to deviate trom the 
course ot study. It is apparent that the latter group is following the 
5J.nennis H. Cooke , E.E.• ill• ,  PP• 308 , 309 .  
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line ot least resistance and does not make purposeful use ot the course 
ot study . 
The follOWing quotation trom. •Riebe and others will serve to 
interpret the course ot study; and it can serve as the writer' s recom-
mendation in regard to the use ot the course ot study . 
The courses ot study supplied the teacher are not all-compre­
hensive . Only certain main mileposts are 11 sted to mark the way, 
and only a tew suggestions are given to encourage right procedures .  
All the marginal values must be supplied by the teacher . The 
needs ot the pupils revealed in teaching pupils , instead ot the 
course ot study , will indicate what these marginal values should 
be . 
It is a fUndamental responsibility ot the teacher to enrich the 
curriculum and provide worthwhile , vitalizing experiences tor the 
pupils according to their interests and needs . The curriculum 
tor the child must be as broad as lite itselt .52 
Every principal and elementary teacher in Knox County should learn the 
truth ot the foregoing quotation . It they had such purposes in mind , 
their teaching ot children would be richer and mora sati sfying . Such a 
. 
philosophy cannot be established when the average principal spends more 
ot the time in faculty meetings discussing problems ot discipline rather 
than the improTement ot instruct ion . 
The writer has learned through the survey that teachers' cooper-
ative participation in extra-curricular actiTities is unusually good . 
Only eleven principals indicated that their teachers were re luctant to 
cooperate by saying that they were halt-hearted .  Two principals re­
ported that seTenty-tive per cant ot their teachers pleasantly accepted 
extra-curricular responsibility . It all situations in the county 
52H, A. Riebe et al. ,  The Classroom, p. 30 . 
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compare to sampling obtained by the survey, a wholesome general situation 
exists indeed . 
Reeder says that the ter.m applied to eXtra curricular aetivities 
is not altogether appropriate . In common parlance , extra-curricular 
activities refer to all pupil activities which are not part ot the 
regular studies ot the school. They have come to be prominent even in 
the elementary schools , eapeciilly in the upper grades . During recent 
years , forward looking educators have come to see that such activities , 
it properly directed , have distinct educational values . They have be­
come so important that today they are considered as curricular . Under 
proper guidance they may be integrated tor the purpose ot motivating 
school subjects ; moreover , they are usetul in tilling gaps between 
subjects to give pupils a well-rounded education. Reeder says em­
phatically that the purposefulness and success ot extra-curricular�. ae­
tivities depends largely upon the willing and intelligent cooperation 
in the program ot the teachers ot the schoo1. 53 
Table VII , page 33, shows that tar too 11 ttle remedial work 
results from the study ot pupil achievement in the standard achievement 
and aptitude tests . It has always been difficult tor the writer to 
interest teachers in using them even attar he has carefully directed 
their attention toward them. One will find that answers to question 
thirty-eight were not very detini te . The question reads, "What have 
you done in the way ot remedial work as a result ot standardized in­
telligence and achievement tests?" The answers will be found in the 
53ward G. Reeder, E.£. ill· , pp . 642-644. 
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Appendix, page 11.5 . Obviously, principals are not very well aware or 
the values ot good tests . 
Cooke and others say that even teachers in a small school should 
be familiar with a reasonable number ot standard tests . They should 
know how to admini ster them and to employ the statistical techniques 
necessary tor interpreting results . SUch terms as intelligence quotient , 
mental age , index ot brightness , educational age , norms , and the like , 
should be a part ot his reading and working vocabulary . 54 
The results ot such tests should be used tor the classification 
and grouping ot pupils ,  as a basis tor promotion and tor diagnostic 
and remedi al treatment . Perhaps the latter mentioned used is by tar 
55 
the most important • 
.Again , Cooke and others say that it is important to study tests 
in order to discover the exact nature ot individual ditterenoes and 
deficiencies in pupils in order to provide tor definite types ot in-
struction to correct them . A testing program should be developed to 
work thrOughout the school term._
56 
Broom indicates that standard tests serve to help teachers to 
remedy their own deficient methods ot teaching . Profile charts help to 
determine teaching weaknesses tor the whole school. Individual measure-
menta assist teachers in determining �roeedures which will care tor 
54Dennis R. Cooke , Ray L. Hamon , Arthur M. Proctor, Principles 
� School Admini stration, p .  417 . 
55Ibid . 
-
56Ibid . ,  pp . 423-427 . 
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individual differences.  "Testa,  :turniahing evidence or good and bad 
results, lessen the chance of weak teaching and increase the chances 
ot good teaching throughout the school ."57 
The writer belieTes that the results or standard tests in Knox 
COunty are not autticiently stressed . He recommends that the super-
vis6r should analyze the results · of the prertous year• s testing program 
and stress weakness so that all teachers in the system can be on the 
alert to do functional teaching and remedial work when it is necessary. 
The supervisor should confer privately with the principals or schools 
whose general achieTement is low. By this means , the supervisor can do 
her part toward remedying deficient situations. in weaker schools . The 
results ot the entire testing program should be analyzed caretully and 
presented to the teaching personnel w1 th the purpose or bringing about 
improTement when and where it is needed . 
Educators who teel that · the learning program ot schools is too 
theoretical are encouraging the development ot courses . around practical 
problems ot lite . SUch a procedure calls tor the utilization or com­
munity resources .58 It is true that the course or study is set up by 
the county and state administrat ion; but the course can be adapted to 
a vicinity by using the resources which are near at hand. 
The · use ot aTailable resources has not been sutticiently stressed 
in Knox County. .AB a result , the writer tound by means ot the survey 
that titteen out ot torty-tive principals do not encourage their teachers 
in the use ot available community resources. These principals are 
57x. 'E .  Broom, Educational Tests � Measurements ,  pp . �0 , 11 . 
� Harap , "The Scope or en Ef'tecti ve School Program tor 
Utilizing Community Resources • "  'Bipteenth Yearbook , Department of 
Elementary Principals, N.E.A. , p. 456 .  
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neglecting a very vital tactor in curriculum enrichment . The majority 
ot principals indicated that they do encourage the use ot such resources . 
The list ot items which they gave is commendable . The list will be 
tound on page 35 in outlined tor.m . 
There is no good reason why the schools or Knox County can not 
tind community resources that can be put to vital use in the schools . 
They should be encouraged to use them more than they- do . They could 
develop a hi story ot tne community ; they could make a study ot local 
topography end natural resources ; they could take a census ; they could 
make a health survey , tarm survey , home and tamily lite survey; they 
could study local industries and numerous other items that are close by .59 
A quotat ion trom Henry Harap appropriately tollows : 
It seems sate to predict that the emerging curriculum will be 
concerned with the improving ot li nng in the community .  The 
pupi l will have increasing contact with his natural and social 
environment . The whole community will serve as a laboratory tor 
learning. The school will be a community ot children within a 
larger soc ial community , and its program will touch every phase 
ot group experience- home lite , government , industry , commerce , 
recreation, transportat ion, communication and organized aoc�al 
lite . The school ot the tuture will be a community school . 0 
The writer recommends that teachers and pupils be encouraged to 
enrich the curriculum through the effective use ot community resources . 
There can be no doubt that pupil growth will result . Knox County is 
rioh in natural resource s , , industrial resources and cultural resources 
that can be ut ilized to the fullest extent . 
59Anna B .  Jones, "Same Experiences in Using Community Resource s , "  
Eignteenth Yearbook, 1939 , Department ot Elementary Principals , N.E .A. , 
P• 408 tt . 
6�nry H.arap , 2.R.• .ill· ,  p .  457 . 
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Conclusion 
The writer, in an attempt to interpret the various supervisory 
practices ot Knox County elementary principals , bas pointed out the 
excellencies and deficiencies which promote or retard their success . 
He believes that the continued enrichment of elementary education in 
Knox County depends upon trained principals who will undertake super­
Yision seriously. Such continued enrichment is also dependent upon 
thorough cooperation from qualified teachers . Even though the adminis­
trative unit is too large and teaching loads are unevenly distributed , 
principals can and should find time to supervise . 
They should acquaint thems�lves with the ob jectives ot super­
vision in Knox County; they can and should budget their time so that 
they c an  visit teachers systematically and with purpose . The weltare 
of children is so vitally important that they should follow their visits 
with professional conferences .  They c an  do thi s .  By setting the pace , 
principals c an  and should encourage the professional advancement of 
their teachers while they serve . In-service improvement is facili­
tated in Knox County because of the near-by natural and cultural re­
sources . The principals' encouragement of the use ot these resources 
can have weight w1 th the teachers . Principals can assist in reducing 
remedial activity in later grades by properly utilizing the standard 
intelligence and achievement tests furnished by the county and admini s-
tered by the county supervisor. They can enrich the curriculum by 
demonstrating the proper use of the furnished course of study. They can 
help further in the establlsbment ot a we ll-rounded curriculum by 
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improving playtime :tacili ties . With administrative support , they can and 
should insist upon a fuller program o:t recreation under cooperative 
supervision by the members of their statts .  
When this survey was planned , SUperintendent Brickey told the 
writer that supervision by elementary principals was one o:t the weakest 
points in the county' s educational program. There i s  no doubt that the 
general program o:t supervision by the county superintendent and super­
vi sors i s  in capable hands . The success of the elementary school program 
is largely dependent upon the principals as supervi sors . Authorities 
have supported the statements that supervisory procedures can be im­
proTed . There is no better time to insist upon improvement than now . 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The writer launched into the study of the superTising practices 
of Knox County elementary princ ipals in the hope of learning practical 
solutions for his own problems . However • the reports o.t his fellow 
principals yielded a confirmation of his own problems rather than' a 
�lution of them. Preceding chapters have dealt with the analysis 
and interpretation of these problems along with certain recomaendations . 
It is the purpose of this final chapter to suggest areas in which further 
study is advisable . 
Three suggest ions are made . They pertain to an educational phi­
losophy for teachers , a code of ethics for teachers , and the in-service 
training of teachers resulting from near-by available resources . 
The writer fears that achievement of pupils of Knox County ele­
mentary schools is lessened because the average teacher seems to have 
a limited ar inade�ate philosophy of education . The system as a 
whole has formulated no definite philosophy of education. Some student 
could make a worthy contribution by means of a comprehensive SUrTeY 
ot the county. The survey would be designed to ascertain whether or 
not the activities of administrators and teachers are based on what may 
be considered a sound philosophy of education . 
The results of such a survey should inspire one to devise and 
submit a plan by which professional groups could meet and formulate a 
workable philosophy of education for the entire system. Such a survey 
made in cooperation with the administration would make a voluble contri-
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bution to the system. 
The superintendent ot schools has insisted upon the protesaional 
growth ot teachers. Occasionally, principeJ.s and teachers are guilty 
ot activity indecorous tor teachers . It cannot be said that such ac-
tivity is unethical because the teachers have no formal code ot ethics. 
Some student could attack this problem with the purpose at developing 
and submitting a workable code ot ethics tor Knox County teachers, prefer-
ably through a series ot meetings in which the school faculties formulate 
a code tor themselves . 
Reinoehl and A;yer support the importance ot ethical codes in the 
following quotation: 
Teaching is a profession in the making. High standards ot charac­
ter and culture are generally required . -- Conduct in eJ.l attairs 
must be above reproach. A teacher must g1ve apecieJ. attention to the 
requirements of professional etl!tcal standards . 
These requirements are usually set forth in teachers• codes of 
ethics . Tha state teachers association in at least two thirds ot the 
states ban developed and adopted such code s .  They include broad 
genereJ. statements and specific rules ot conduct . T�y represent group 
judgment as to what constitutes professional and unprofessional i• 
deals and promotes the best relationships between teachers and others . 
Tha general principles enjoin teachers to keep phyaically tit • to 
be worthy examples tor their pupils , to bring no reproach upon thea­
selves or their profession, to conform to loceJ. community standards 
ot conduct , and in all pr»tessiollal relationships to contribute to 
harmony and efficiency. 
The wri tar believes , there tore , that study with the purpose ot' 
devising and submitting to the teachers a code of ethics contormins to 
the above principles would be wortbwhile . 
The third sugsestion tor turther research is concerned w1 th the 
lcharles M. Rienoehl and Fred c .  Ayer , Classroom. Administration 
� Pupil AdjustllleAt, pp . 34, 35 . 
in-service traintng of teachers accomplished by the utilization of 
near-by available resources .  
Knox County is i n  the midst of a section where natural • in­
dustrial and cultural �pects are developing rapidly. Knox County 
elementary teachers have excellent opportunities to strengthen 
their capacities as instructors by using these resources profUsely. 
The results of a aurTey of this type could ascertain the extent 
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to which t�achers utilize these various resources .  A resulting compi­
lation of these Tarious resources could be Taluable tor use by teachers 
in their work or tor selt-tmproTament while they work. 
There are other problems ; but the writer believes that Taluable 
contributions could be made toward the enrichment of teaching in Knox 
County if special and purposeful study could be directed toward the 
particular problems which have been mentioned . 
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A P P E N D I X 
Miss Gussie Huf:f'man 
Brakebill Road 
Knoxville , Tennessee 
November 1, 1940 
Knox County Elementary Supervisor 
Knox County Court House 
Knoxville , Tennessee 
Dear Miss Huffman : 
The aocompaniing list ot tentative questions 
on problems of supervision of instruction by Knox 
County elementary principals is being submitted to you , 
Dr .  Dawson and Superintendent Brickey . Thi s list has 
been prepared as a result ot the suggestions made at 
our recent conference in which the subject of my thesis 
was determined. 
Each person who participated in the confer­
ence is requested to read the list caretully and to 
check those which appear to be appropriate tor the 
questionnaire to be used in making the survey . It any 
question seems to be irrelevant or ottensi ve , please 
indicate . It you believe that other questions should 
be added, please suggest them. 
I shall call tor your list within a taw days . 
Thank you. 
Yours truly , 
:Mack P. Davis 
MPD :MP'D 
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
KNOX COUNTY 
Knoxville , Tennessee 
�ebruary 1, 1941 
Dear Principal : 
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Since . auperYision has become a vital factor in the 
operation ot our elementary schools , an attempt i s  being made 
to tind out where we stand in the operation ot our program. 
AB was announced recently, through the elementary 
branch ot the University ot Tennessee ' s  College ot Education , 
a study ot supervision by principals in this county is being 
made . Consequently, a questionnaire wholly relevant to the 
sub ject ot supervision has been prepared . The questions have 
been worded so as to take a minimum amount ot your time in 
answering them . Your brief and frank answers will contribute 
much to this work. 
It is highly probable that the statements received 
as a result ot your thinking along this line wi ll throw new 
light on your work as a principal and supervisor , and the ex­
change ot ideas through this medium may be helptul to the 
entire program ot elementary supervision in Knox County. 
It is not necessary to sign your name to the question­
naire . A salt-addressed , stamped envelope is enclosed tor your 
convenience . In order to· facilitate Miss Huttman• s receiving 
these replies quickly , won' t you please make a special effort 
to send your answers by return mail? 
Thank you . 
LHB :MPD 
Yours truly, 
L .  H. Bri ckey 
SUperintendent ot Schools 
1. What is the total enrolllunt of your school tor the 1940-1941 
Mss1on._, ___ _ 
2. Bow many teachers are under your n.perrtaion? ____ _ 
3. How many classes do you teach dailJ? What total amount ot 
time do you deTote to �ly classroom teaohing't ____ _ 
4. Bow much ot the school day do you ordinarily deTote to teacher 
observation tor the purpose ot Rpel"riaion?. ____ _ 
5 . .As a principal , do you feel that clerical work oTerburdens you to 
the point that your teaching and auperTision are neglected? It 
so , what plan would you suggest to relieTe the situation? 
-
6 .  What provision do you make tor your classes when aupenising other 
teachers , or attending to other school matters? -----·------
'1 . What i s  your moat difficult problem in superTision? ------
8 .  J'or any sub ject ; list the illlportant features tor which you as 
principal and 81iperrtsor, would search during classroom Tisits . ---
9 .  In your statt meetins , is most of the time spent in discussing 
problems of discipline , or curricular probleu? ----------
10 .  Do you believe in so-called freedom, a classroom entirely 
dominated by the teacher , or one in which joint planning and responsi­
bility pla7 a great part? (Underaoore) 
ll. Ordinarily, do you find beginning teachers eqUipped with sufficient 
training to de sene election to such a poai tion? · · It not , what would 
you recollllllend in such a situation?----------------
12. To whom do your priaary and upper grade teachers go tor moat ot 
their professional advice , the principal or county auperrtsor? ----
13 .  Do you belieTe that the teachers · haTe confidence in the ad 'Vi se you 
g1 ve them concerning instruction procedure? _ It not , why? -----
14. Do you always preTiously notity a teacher when you plan to Tisit her 
roam tor observation? _ It not , why? ---------------
�. Do you follow up your visit with a conference tor the purpose ot 
giving oonstructiTe or adverse criticism? NeTer; sometimes; unually; 
al.ways . (underscore ) 
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16 .  ll'ould you approve of' the acbninistrati ve policy which forbids super­
visors to visit a classroom except at the tor.mal request of' the teacher? 
_ Explain. / 
17 . What procedures do you use in creating greater interest on the part 
ot the teachers in the improTem.ent of' inaUuotiODf ________ _ 
18 . Do you and your teachers analyze instructional merits and detects 
in an attempt to gradually improve deficient attitudes and procedures? 
19 . Under your present time allotment tor observation , do you f'eel that 
you are able to keep yourself' sufficiently posted concerning the work of' 
your teachers? _ 
20. Which item requires more of' your attention, teachers • questions 
regarding content of' courses , teaching procedure problems or problems 
in discipline? (underscore ) 
21 . Do you suggest proved plans of' good teaching procedure to your 
teachers? 
22. Do you tactfully adrtse teachers to use good ideas which you have 
recei Ted by obsening outstanding work done by one of' the teachers on 
your statt? _ 
23 .  Do you f'ind it dif'f'icult to approach your teachers regarding the 
change of' interior instruction procedure? ___ 
24. It has probabl.7 been necessary tor you to discuss some of' your 
problema in aupenision w1 th the county supenisor . Will you please 
mention some of' these problems? ------------------
25 .  Make suggestions as to bow a principal can properly supervise a 
school in which more than halt the time is taken up w1 th classroom 
teaching. -----------------------------------------------------
26 . Do you tollow the policy of' COJIIDiending the teachers who are improT- . 
1ng and who have been of' exceptional service to your school program? 
Personally or publicly? 
---
27 . Indicate by underlining: your teachers wholeheartedly; halt hearted­
ly; enter into the part of' the curriculum formerly known as outside 
actirtty, such as playa , exhibits , special projects and the like . 
28 .  Have you teachers who become tyrannical and illpatient in the class­
l'CCIIl? _ It , so how did you go about corHcting this problem? ----
29. Mention some of' the most undesirable traits possessed by members of' 
your statt . (Do not mention names . )-------------------
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30 .  Do you believe that such attitudes as jealousy, dislike , se�­
satistaction , social standing, and differences in education among the 
members ot your statf , considerably hamper teaching efficiency in your 
particular school? _ If so , what would you suggest as a remedy? 
31 . Do you have teachers who insist upon teaching when they are physi-' 
oally unfit? _ It so , what do you suggest to relieve this situation? 
32 . Is it difficult tor you to establish cordial , mutually helptul 
relationships among teachers , officials and community agencies? 
If so, mention some difficulties . 
-
33 .  To your own satisfaction, do you criticize our present course ot 
study and add to it , and disregard items you judge interior; or, do 
you accept and teach emctl.y as it directs? -----------
34. Does your school possess professional literature , available for 
the teachers' use tor the purpose ot attitude and teaching technique? 
Mention some of the books and magazines .  
35 . To what extent do the teachers use this protessional ' literature? 
36 . To what degree do your teachers participate in utiliziDg material 
trom the sohool and oounty circulating libr8.l'1 : one hundred per cent; 
tair; poor? 
3'7 . Do you, whenever possible , assist and encourage your teachers in 
using a.1l available CODIIIl\Uli ty resources in their teaching? ----
Name aTailable resources used . -----------------
38 .  What have you done in the way of remedial work as a result of the 
standardized intelligence and achiev•ent tests? ---------
39 . Have you and your teachers worked out a playground schedule? 
Is it posted? _ 
-
40. What degree ot cooperation do your teachers giTe in supervised 



















































































































































































































































































I would if I did it at acbool; I do mine at home . 
I have office girl fumiahed b7 N. Y .A. 
No clerk 
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.An additional teacher would give more t1Jie for auperrtaion 
�-- --.-----
- ---- -- ---
Selle plan whereby- I can feel tree to st&J aw&J from class 




RequiH teachers to uaiat w1 th report a and clerical work 
Halt time teacher 
----------
----------
The county furnish a clerk aa the7 do for High School• 
---- ------
In JJr1 situation, a clerk ia necessary 
--.-..-...-----
I oan ... no relief and k .. p the standard of inatruction 
Leaaen teaohina load of principal. One grade ia enoup. 








Clerke (WhJ difference in High Schools? )  
Cue Six 
RESPONSES TO QURSTION SIX 
1 Have each person keep note book so each will have plenty to do 
2 Written work or reading 
3 All is done between classes 
4 No time tor supervision 
5 I arrange tor most ot my work atter my classes are over. 
6 Plan study period with some child i� charge to report behavior 
7 I can and do rely on pupils ' selt honor . 
8 ----------
9 Walk out attar asking them to remain orderly 
10 Give written work 
11 They are lett doing some lesson 
12 Make definite assignment s 
13 Leave them on their own with assignments 
14 When necessary they stay in group room and work on assignments 
lCS ----------
16 No time tor supervision 
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1'1 Pupils are lett on honor to study what has been planned tor 1;hem 
18 I do not do any supervising during m;y regular classes. 
19 Written work 
20 MY claaaea are so scheduled that other teachers relieve tor me . 
21 Study period. 
22 Assign detini te work 
23 None . Do not nperviu then 
24 Plan work well 
25 At tiae I teach , a teacher is tree who will teach tor me .  
26 Study period 
27 Give them work to do 
28 :Make special assigmnents 
29 In our building one teacher can easily c are  tor two rooms . 
30 I give them seat work or study . 
31 HOnor ot students 
32 Study period 
33 Seat work 
34 Study period 
35 When I haven' t a tree period , I leave them. 
36 ----------
3'1 I change periods w1 th my classes . 
38 Spend time with classes ; attend to other matters later 
39 _. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
' 40 I have seat work tor them. 
41 Music arranged so tea�hers can see attar group when I am absent 
42 Do no supervising . Teaching all day 
43 Leave work to be done . 
44 _ _. _ __ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
45 Assign written work or special oral topics to be related 
Cue Senn 
1 -� - - ---- - - -
2 No time 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION SEVEN 
3 Lack ot knowledge and experience in the proper methods 
4 ----------
5 Getting the cooperation ot the teacher 
6 Finding time to supervise · . 
'I Time wasted on teacher with "deaf' ears" to helptul criti ci sm 
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8 Teachers set in ways who don' t want to change to modern methods 
9 Time to do it 
10 ----------
11 Finding time ; principals ot small schools are always busy 
12 Time tor supervision 
13 HaTing slow pupils given special attention 
14 Getting teacher to see that good teaching required preparation 
15 OUtside interruptions ; telephone , visitors , office routine , etc . 
16 Lack ot time 
· 
1'1 Time available to visit tor observation 
18 ----------
19 Convincing teachers ot the importance ot discipline 
20 Making arrangement tor some one to care tor ottice during absence 
21 Time ;  what to look tor in good te•ching 
22 None 
23 Time 
24 Time ; finding the Objective ot some classes 
25 The conference afterwards 
26 Time 
27 Tiae 
28 llethods ot discipline carried over from the past era 
29 Lack ot time ; to get pupils to realize the importance of tacts 
30 Getting teachers to realize they don' t operate an independent unit 
31 At present to get teacher in trend ot new ideals 
32 Lack of time 
33 --- -------
3-fr Ti•e 
35 Teachers are not natural . I teach myselt during best hours . 
36 Time 
37 -Base" on part of all 
38 Discipline 
39 � .. ----------
40 Time tor observation 
41 To be certain my procedure is better than that already employed 
42 ----- - - - - ­� �----.. ·----
" ----- - -- --
45 Aasiating teaoher to help the backward , slow pupils 
Case tipt 
RESPONSlrS TO Q,UISTION EIGiff 
1 IndiTidual instruction ; pupil participation; responsibilitr 
2 Presentation of subject ; le sson plan ; type of quest ions 
3 Pupil participation; industry; interest ; teacher preparation 
4 .... _ _ _ _ _ __ _  _ 
5 Plan the teacher is using; attitude and response of the pupils 
6 Response of all students ;  presentation by teacher; results 
7 Initiative of teacher and pupil response to sttmuli 
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8 Teacher preparation ; participation; evidences of stimulating thought 
9 Preparation on part of teacher and discipline 
10 Attention ; courtesy 
u -. - - - - - - - ·  
12 Interest of pupils , teacher preparation and materials at hand 
13 Accuracy an� ability to do the tundamental work thoroughly 
14. Teacher-pupil acti Ti tr, skills , materials , re sponsive results 
15 Teacher familiar with lesson; tundalllental drill ; participation 
16 Teacher proficiency, · pupil inattention 
17 Preparation ; methods ; earnestness ; technique ; pupil response 
18 Teacher preparation, teacher-pupil participation; pupil response 
19 I think ot the English used , perhaps too muoh . 
20 Attitudes and actiTities ot children in group toward work at hand 
21 Reading; comprehension 
22 Interest ; teacher-child responsibility; child' s own effort 
23 Preparation ; pupil-teacher relationship; enTironment ; methods 
� Attitude ; ob ject ; approach; thoroughness of preparation ; finis 
25 Presentation on part of the teacher and response of the class 
26 Methods of instruction 
27 Discipline ; interest of class ; planned lesson; results of tests 
28 TeachiD& methods and presentation of subject matter 
29 Try to find whether or not the teacher and pupil are det1D.i te 
30 ---�------
31 Methode ; reaction ; definite knowledge ; range ot pupils as to I.Q.. 
32 Teaching ability 
· 
33 .Approach ; general procedure and response of the pupils 
� Rea4i��g 
35 organization; preparation; attention; attitude toward work 
36 - � - - -- - - - -
37 .Arithmetic : Knowledge of tractions ; step labeling 
38 I don' t make classroom visits as I am the only teacher 
39 Disc ipline ; interest of pupils ; procedure ; type ot lesson 
40 Interest ; teacher' s knowledge of subject and procedure 
4l Number of aleeping pupils , subjects studies; pupil participation 
42 ------ - --·-
43 Children' s interest 
"' -------- --
45 Teacher-pupil interest in sub jects or lessons 
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Rl!SPOlm!S TO QUI'Sl'ION NINE 
Case 
1 Some ot both, professional srowth 
2 CUrricular problema , not discipline 




? Perhaps more ot diacipline 
8 About equally diTided 
9 Diacipline 
10 Discipline 
11 A combination ot the two 
12 Both 
13 CUrricular problems 
14 About the same time tor each 
� Both 
16 Curricular problems 
1? Attempt to equalize discussion 
l8 Curricular problems 
19 Discipline 
20 Curricular problems and methods 
21 Both 
22 Both 
23 Most curricular problems 
24 Discipline and how to raise funds 
25 Generalities, 
26 Curricular problems 
2? Curricular 
28 Discipline 
29 Very little discipline , more superTision 
30 Both, but more ourr1oular 




35 Curricular, some discipline 
36 ----------
3? Both 
38 ___ ...,. _ _ _ _  _ 
39 Diacipli:a.e, probably 
40 Curricular probleu 
41 I should imagine about halt and halt 
42 Discipline , first , curriculum second 
43 Discipline 
" ----------
45 Both very- much 
B 
Once each week 
MOnthly or oftener 
Once a week 
2 or 3 a 110nth 
Twice a month 
Once each week 
Once a week 
'l'Wice 110nthly 
Once or twice a month 
Once each week 
'l'Wice aonthly 
Twice monthly 
Twice each month 
Twice each month 
At least twice a month 
Once each week 
Once each week 
Twice a month 
As necessity demands 
Each week 
Twice each month 
.About tour· a month 
One a month 
Once a week 
Weekly 
Once a week 
Every- 2 or 3 weeka 
Twice each month 
Onoe each week 
Informal , daily 
ETeey two weeks 
Once or twice a week 
Da11,. 
Usually once a week 
lh'ery week 
Three times weekly 
At least twice a month 
No set time ; use bulletin 
Once a week 
Anrage two a wek 
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RESPONSES TO QJJESTION TEN 
Cue Ten 
1 Joint plaDning and �eaponsibility 
2 " " " " 
3 " " " " ' 
4 " " " " 
5 tt " " " 
6 " • " " 
'1 tt " " " 
8 " tt • " 
9 tt tt " " 
10 " " " " 
11 �--����---�--�--·-----� 
12 Joint planBing and �spanaibi lity 
13 tt · " " " 
14 " " " " 
l5 " " " " . 
16 " " " " 
17 " " tt • 
l8 " " " " 
19 Doainated by the teache� 
20 Joint planning and responsibility 
21 " • " " 
22 " .. .. " 
23 " " " " 
24 " tt " " 
at5 .. " " " 
26 " " " " 
2'1 " " " " 
28 " " • " 
29 " " " " 
30 " " " " 
31 " " " " ' 
32 If " " " 
33 " " " " . 
34 " " .. " -
35 " tt " " 
36 " " " " � 
37 " " tt " . 
38 tt " " " ' 
39 " tt " " 
40 " " " " . 
41 " " " " 
42 " " " " 
.., " " " " 
" ------- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -




REPONSES TO QUESTION ELEVEN 
El.nen 
Place all begiJLning teachers in third and tourtb. grade 
Employ on trial tor one year 
Close sgperYision b7 principal and auperTisor 
--------�-., 







8 Employ teachers with high record and teaching ab1lit7 












No �rience as teacher first 
No Give aore training 1n situations instead ot ideal181118 
Yea --------·-
Yes But practice teaching would help 







































In Dl8ll7 cases there is lack ot knowledge 
.All beginning teachers should haTe practice teaching 
Practice teaching 
Practice teaching closely supervised as a prerequisite 
Practice teaching 
Require practice teaching 
Teacher training required tor certificates 
Actual teaching as a prarequisi ta and leas theor7 
.. _ _ _ _  ., _ _ _  _ 
More practice teaching 
Moat begiDDing teachers are well equipped but need help 
I' ve never had a beginning teacher . 
Moat beginning teachers are open minded and willing. 
Have bad no experience with beginning teachers 
Practice teaching 
A tew weeks observation with the auperTisor would halp 
Teachers should be fitted b7 nature and training 
__ ., ........ --.., 
It a teacher is interested, she will make a gp of it . 
RESPONSES TO QUISTIONS 
TDLVE .AND THIR'l'DN 
Oue !n1Te 'rhirteen 
1 Princip8.1 Yes 
2 Principal Yes 
3 County supervisor Yes 
4r No ttae tor supervision 
5 Supervisor Yes 
6 Supervi sor Yea 
7 Both Yes , unless in a rut 
e Both Yea ,  most 
9 Principal Yes 
10 County supem sor Yes 
11 County supemsor Yes 
12 County su.pemaor Yes 
13 Don' .t: kilow Yea 
14 Principill. and supervi sor Yes 
15 Principal and supervisor Yes 
16 County nperrtsor Yea 
17 Principal ( discipline ) Yes 
l8 Both Yea , accept my advice 
19 Both Yes 
20 Both Yes 
21 Both Soae do , some don' t 
22 Both Yea 
23 Principal Yea 
24. :ritty-titty Yea 
2f5 SUpervisor Yes 
26 Both Yes 
27 Principal Yea,  then try it 
28 SUpervisor No , I know so little 
29 Both Yea 
30 Both, .upervisor more Yea,  usuall.y 
31 Both Yes 
32 Principal Yea 
33 Both Yes 
34 Both Yes 
35 Both Yes 
36 SUperrtsor Yes 
37 Both , mostly supervisor Yes 
38 County supervisor 
39 County aupeniaor 
40 Both Yea 
41 Supervisor, I understand They question it. 
42 Principal Yea 
43 SUpervisor Yes 
44 ----------













































RBSPONSBS TO Q,UBSTION !'OURTEEN 
No , I want to see a natural setting. 
No Unuaual preparation 
No·, I want �o aee a natural setting 
No time tor superrt sion 
No , I want to see a natural sett ing 
No , Work will be a good aaple ot daily work 
No , I want them to be natural 
No , Don' t  want to see unusual work 
Yea 
No 
No , I want to aee a natural situation . 
No , I haTen' t time tor auperTiaion 
No 
Yea 
No , It isn' t necessary . Teachers are not reaenttul 
No To better determine general procedure 
Yea ,  when possible 
No , I want to see ordinary work 
No , I don' t want them to prepare tor me .  








Selt consciousness , unusual situation 
I w.nt to see an aTerage group . 
I want to tind natural conditions 
The teacher ia not nerTous . Better work 
No . I go on inrltation 
No, I rl si t each room eTery day. 
No, I wouldn' t tind a normal situation . 
No . We are not players on a stage . 
Yea 
No . Sbe might prepare especially. 
No To note actual work 
No . T.bia is a check on preparedness 
---------· 
No Obsene them in regular work 
Yea 
No , I don' t  always mow when I can rtait . 
No , I don' t know when I can go .  
No 
" ... 

















































RJr.6Ptl'EJIS TO QtJIS'riONS 
:tlftW .AND Sm:.twl 
SixtMD 
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Coutruotton No Those needing help never aek 
treuall.7 No 
Unal.l.7 No Inetf1c1ent do not wut aupeniaton 
..-.-�--� -------- --
Uaually No sa.. would ne-..r 1Dn te 
.Alway a No 
Soaet1Me No Should be w1oa.e uy time 
Unall1 No So that no etap will be aet 
trnall7 No 
Ne.er No 
treualq No Teacher should be alert 
Sautiaee No Too auch UD.DaturalDeee 
See 1'1 No I clon' t want to know JIYHlt 
Always No 
Uaall7 No 
Sc:Betbea No Special proneioue 
Ueually No ac.e teaohere would never 1nnte 
u� No Tbose Mecl1Dg 1 t met never aat 




Uaually No SU:penieor aeee the averap 
u� No We need couacientious t.achera . 
.Al'RJ• No Beg1unere don' t reoo8Dize weakness 
Sometiaea No 
Ueual.l7 No 
SometiMe Yea It teacher requeate 1 t 
------- No Occuional Yieite are he1ptul . 
Unalq No ODe would cm.q obHne better work 
.Alftl'& No 
Scaet1ue Yea Better r .. uns 
Sollett.ee Bo Should be tree to nett uy tille 
u� No Couldn' t note means ot 1aproY8JD8nt 
Uaually No They should be alert 
------- ----- --- --
Sometimes No Som.e never requ .. t a n ei t .  







AlWQ'a No I think the auperYieor' • helptul 
RRSPONS£3 TO Q;OBSTION SEVl!:N'1'EEN 
Cue 
l Create 1Jltereat in proteasion, particularly achievement testa 
2 Rating, clusitication, tuture generations 
3 "J:Bcourage use o� avai lable Eterials . Keep up with IIBthoda . 
' -�--------
5 Raising the standards at the school , 
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6 Use ot all teats. We discuss courses ottered to iaprove work. 
'l Point ou.t good and bad methods ot pedqogy. 
8 Have them lead the discuesiona in tacult7 118etinga 
9 Give projects to carrr out or •terial to work with 
10 B7 eXSilple 
11 Point out weak poi:ata end ways in which to help the students 
12 Praise , show my interest 
l3 B7 tacttu117 pointing out where their PQpils are deti cient 
14 Gi T1ng helptul advice in planning work 
l5 Good cooperation. Each teacher knows his job and does it . 
16 - � --------
1'1 Belptul augsestiona , proteasio:aal literature , school attendance 
18 Higher standard tor the school, recognition tor illprov•ent 
19 Caapetition with other schools , compliaeat th• 
20 Yaculty .. etiag discussions led by volunteer speakers 
21 - - - - - - - - - -
22 Succeastul experilunta 
23 Suggest and tell what other teachers are doing 
24 _ _ _ _ _  _. ___ _ 
25 Teachers exchange ideas by diaCQ8sing succeastul plans 
26 Advice tacttul17 given 
2'1 ----------
28 Complimentary tactics with 8Ug8estions 
29 Tr7 to be a leader JQ'Selt and &Q' "Let us" instead ot "You do" . 
30 Try to give school teachers a better rating 




35 �courasement, interest in what is done well 
36 ----------
!'1 !he graph tram mental teats 
38 ----------
39 Discuss school problema 
40 MY teachers are ver,. interested in t.prov.me:at ot instruction 
41 Little or 1:1oth1ng, advise teachers rating is baaed on teaching 
.a 1fatoh, check results ad iaprovement , it any 
4.3 Personal discussion attar visits to classroom 
'" ...  _. _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
45 Use of good teaching uthoda trom periodicals on school work 
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RESPONSES TO Q.UES'l'I ONS 
EIGH'.I'DN • NINETEEN AND TWEN'l'Y 
Cue J:ieteen Nineteen !wentz 
1 Yes No Teaching procedure problema 
2 Yes No Teaching procedure problema 
3 Yea No Problems in discipline 
' Problems in discipline 
5 Yes No Problema in discipline 
6 Yes No Problems in discipline 
., Yes No Problems in "discipline 
8 Yes Yes Both procedures 
9 Yes No Problema 1n discipline 
10 Yes No Content ot courses 
11 Yes No Teaching procedure problems 
12 Yea No Problems in discipline 
13 Ye• No Teaching procedure problems 
14 Yes No Both 
15 Yes . !'air Procedure and discipline 
16 Yes No Teaching procedure problema 
1'1 Yes No Problems 1n discipline 
18 Yes Yes Teaching procedure problems 
19 Not often No Problems in discipline 
20 Yes Yes Content of courses 
21 Try to No Teaching procedure problema 
22 Yes Yea All the same 
23 Yes No Content and discipline 
24 Some No Problems in discipline 
25 Yes No Problems in discipline 
26 Yes Yes Content and procedure 
2'1 Yes No Teaching procedure problems 
28 Yes No Problems in discipline 
29 Yes Yes & No ----------
30 Same No Content and diaoipli�e 
31 Yes No Problems in discipline 
32 Soae No �--------
33 Yes No Problems in discipline 
34 Yes No Problems in discipline 
35 Yes No Teaching proce4ure problema 
36 Yes No Procedure and discipliu 
3'1 Yes l!'air Problems in discipline 
38 Problems in diaoipline 
39 No Yes Discipline 
40 Yes No Procedure and discipline 
u Oh\ Definitely\ No Problems in discipline 
42 Yes No Teaching procedure problema 
ol3 Yes No Problema in discipline 
'" ______ .. _ _ __  .. 
4.5 Yes No Procedure and discipline 
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RJ'a>ONSBS '1'0 QU!Sl'IONS 
TIBNTY·ONI, '1'IIIN'l'Y -TifO AND '1'WJI:NTY -THREE 
eaae Tnn�z-one Tnn�z-lwo '!Wn�z-�tlree 
1 Try to al'W81'a Try to always Not uual17 
2 Yes Yea Yes aDd No 
3 Yes Yes Yes 
4: 
5 Yes Yes Yes . 
6 Yes Yea Yes 
7 No Yea No 
8 Yes S0met1li8S With certain teachers 
9 Yes Yea Yes 
lD Yes Yea Yes 
11 Yea Sometimes No 
12 '  No Yes No 
13 Yea No No 
14: Yea Yes Yea · 
� Yea Yea No 
16 Yea No 
u Yes Yes No 
l8 Yes Yes No 
19 No Yea At tilles 
20 Yes Yes Not very 
21 Yes Yes 
21 Yes Yes No 
23 Yea Yes Yes, to some extent 
24 No Yes 
25 Yes Yes · Yes 
26 Yes Yes No 
.27 Yes Yes No 
28 Yes Yes Yes 
29 Yes No 
30 Yes Yes Yes 
31 Yes Yes No 
32 
53 oooaaionally Yes No 
34 Yes Yes No 
35 Yes Yes No 
36 
37 Yes Yea 
38 
39 No Yea 
40 Yea Yea No 
41 Yea I hope so Yes 
42 Yes Yes No 
43 Yes Yes No 
� 
















































RESPONSES '1'0 Q,UESTION TWEN'l'Y -FOUR 
'J.'nnty-tour 
�dences ot good housekeeping 
Occasional resentment on the part ot the teacher 
Teacher' s lack ot interest 
Supplementary material; split grouping 
-- - - - -----
Cooperation needs ; standards to be met 
Discipline and methods ot teaching 
Problems ot discipline 
Interest capability and discipline 
Teacher' s  disregard ot course ot study 
4th grade general instruction; upper grade music 
Laxity in classroom discipline because ot teacher . --- - - - - - - -
Helping teachers to put their work over 
Discipline ot first grade pupils 
That of an elderly teacher who wi ll not retire 
Discipline ; music ;  seat work 
Teachers' methods 
Poor discipline; lack of preparation 
Schedules ;  materials tor slow groups 
---- - · - - - -
- -.. - - - - - - �  
Teachers• carelessness with school property 
Have attempted to carry burden but should not have 
None 
BegiJUling third grade teacher; lack of work by some 
Methods of teaching; kinds of books to use 
Don' t supervise classwork 
-- - - - - - - - -
Schedule making; classification of certain pupils 
-- - - - - - - - -
Beginning teachers 
Inability or a teacher to discipline pupils 
RESPONSES TO QUESTION TWENTY-FIVE 
Case Twenty-five 
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1 Learn aims ot teacher then visit to see it these are· accomplished 
2 During a study or a work period it the class understands the work 
3 The principal gains a better knowledge ot approved methods 
4 ----------
5 Regular visits to the classroom; talking problems over with teacher 
6 Any teacher could' supervise properly it given part of each day 
7 Have some excuse tor puaing through at any time during classwork 
8 -----------
9 In this size school, one needs only one fourth tor superTiaion 
10 By working overtime himselt 
ll ---·------
12 Study of techniques; working out prob18JB8 by Tisitation 
13 Children are interested in any work g1 van them by the principal 
14 By knowing work aupel'Tisor wants done; discussing with faculty 
15 You can control discipline and that is about all . 
16 Sometimes by making tests to be given to pupi ls and checking 
1"1 - - - · - - - - - -
18 -- -- - - - · --
19 ----- ---- -
20 It can' t be done in my particular school .  
2 1  I just visit i n  spare time ;  not very good , but the best I c an  do .·  
22 -�-------
23 A principal cannot properly supervise and teach halt time . 
24 I should welcome such ideas myselt . 
25 Check w1 th teacher before hand on course of study and materials . 
26 ----------
27 ----------
28 No time allowed 
29 Devote the other halt to planning, yearly, monthly, weekly. 
30 I can leave my pupils working tor thirty minutes w1 thout trouble . 
31 Give most time to teacher needi�g help ; hunt tor new ideas . 
32 -.---------
33 I do not know. 
34 Very difficult 
35 Cannot be done well because principal teaches best part ot day . 
36 ----------
37 Visit w1 th those who need it moat 
38 ----------
39 I believe a third ot time tor supel'Tision would be enough. 
40 ----------
41 Properly? I don' t know. 
42 Alternate work and study periods to have time tor supel'Tiaion 
43 It more than 3/4 of time is taken there are no suggestions . 
u ----------
45 This is very hard to do . I doubt it it can be done properly. 
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RESPONSES TO QUETIONS 
�-SIX AND 'l.'WEN'l'Y·SEVEN 
Case Twantz;-aix Twentz-aeTen 
1 Yes, some of both Halt heartedly 
2 Yea, both llholeheartedly 
3 Yes,  personally Wholeheartedly 
4 _ _ _  .,.. _ _ _ _ _  Wholeheartedly 
5 Yea 1 personally lfbolehearteclly 
6 Yes , both Halt heartedly 
7 Yes Halt heartedly 
8 Yea ,  both Wholeheartedly 
9 Yea , both Halt heertedly 
10 Yes 1 personally Wholeheartedly 
u Yes Wholeheartedly 
12 Yea , both Wholehearted:cy 
13 Yes , both Wholeheartecll7 
14 Yes , both Wholeheartedly 
15 Yea ,  personally Wholeheartedly 
16 Yes ,  personally Wholeheartedly 
1'1 Yea ,  personally Wholeheartedly 
18 Yea ,  both Wholeheartedly 
19 Yes , personally Halt heertedly 
20 Yea, both Wholeheartedly 
21 Yea ,  personally Halt heartedly 
22 Yea ,  both Wholeheartedly 
23 Yea , personally Wholeheartedly 
24 Yes ,  personally Halt heartedly 
25 Yea , both 'l&,C 
26 Yes ,  both llholeheartedly 
27 Yea,  both Wholeheartedly 
28 Yes ,  personally Wholeheartedly 
29 Yea ,  bo�h 7� 
30 Yea ,  personally Halt heartedly 
31 Yea 1 personally Wholeheartedly 
32 Per1onally Wholeheartedly 
33 Yes Wholeheartedly 
34 Yes, both Wholeheartedly 
35 Yea, both Wholehearteclly 
36 ----------- ----------
37 Yea, both Wholeheartedly 
38 ---------- ----------
39 Yes,  both Wholeheartedly 
.a Yea Wholeheartedly 
41 Yea, personally Wholeheartedly 
42 Yea,  both Halt beartedly 
43 Yes, publicly Wholeheartedly 
44 --- ------- ----------
45 Yes , peraonall.7 Halt heartecl y 
Case Twenty-eig1lt 
1 No 








Yes . By using her discipline problems as examples 
Yea .  By stressing child psychology 



























Yes .  
I t  a person can' t  control, he tails with others . 
Try to reason with her in conterence . 
Let them leave the room and rest . 
HaTe not been able to do it . SUpeniaor had helped 
22 No 
23 No 


























Very seldom happens 




Not usual.ly . W.ne are not tyrannical enough. 
No 
A tew. I urse the use ot patience . 




It is not detinitely corrected . 
Yes .  Conterence with the administration 
Nenouaness and 111 temper 
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RD'ONSBS '1'0 QtJ.BSTION 'l'llliN'l'!·NINE 
Cue 
1 NeTer haTe time; later than seYen torty-tiYe 
2 Do only required work; neYer wants any added actin ty 
3 Selfishness , lack ot concern; failure to accept re8p0nsibility 
' -�---------
� Ceying before the claas ,  not speaking to the other teachers 
6 Dictatorial; clannishnesa , &hitting of reaponaibillty 
'l IuubordiJlatione Lack ot cooperation; "laissez fa1re" attitude 
8 Laok of preparation, loyalty , failure to assume responsibility 
9 1Pa1lure to asBUDle reaponsibill ty , particular� at recess 
10 .. ---------
11 Grumbliq, lack of cooperation, uncontrollable temper 
12 !alldnc before thinld.ng, non-preparation 
13 lealouay and conceit on the part ot one teacher 
14 Lack ot planning, irritability, impatience 
� Irritability, t.patience ,  lack of pupil understanding 
16 �---- ·----
1'1 Bad health, unreasonable t�r, conetant complaining 
l8 Lack of initiatiYe 
19 IA:ntd talkinc, nenouaness 
20 Cc:aing to school when pl.yaically unable 
21 Selt-aatiataetion, sloTeDl.7 work 
22 ........ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
23 Gossip 
24 Indifference 
25 J'ailure to understand pu.pila' domestic condi tiona 
26 • ., .. _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
27 --- -- -----
28 Methods of discipline and playground auperYision 
29 IrreguJ.ari ty in arri Ting 
30 J'Mling that play period is rest period; resenting suggestions 
31 lPailure to follow inetructions ; bringinc domestic problaa 
:52 Lack of control (discipline) 
33 No 
Z4 None 
3� Poor diaoipllne , reaponsibill ty shifting, working just enough 
36 ----------
37 Laok of underetanding the child 
38 ----------
39 Interiority complex 
� ----------
41 Impatience of both principal and teachers 
42 Criticia of schools being in politics 
43 Lazy teachers 
44- ----------
45 No 
RmPONSES TO QUESTIONS 















































No Yes ,  sick lea� 
No Yes ,  sick leave with pay 






Yes ,  a lean with pay 
No 
No No 
No No , teacher should go home 
No No 
No No 
No No, sick leave with pay 
No Yes ,  leaTe with pay 
No No 
No Yes , sick leave with pay 
No No 
Yes Follow principal' s adTice 
No Yes , should be a torced leaTe 
No No 
No No 
No Yes , three-day sick leaTe 






No No , teachers should be dropped trom sta:tt 








No Yes , I tell thaR to see a doctor . 
No No 
No Yes ,  action by the board ot education 













































RESPONSES TO Q,UESI'ION TmRTY-THREJ!: 
Case Thirtz-thl'ee 
1 Critize and add to 
2 I mend where I see tit , no course ti ta all 
3 We follow the course ot study as nearly as possible 
' � - - - - - - - - -
5 Accept and teach 
6 A tn changes , generally accept as i s  
7 D8Tiate qnite a bit to enrich 
8 ----------
9 Alter some but carry out principal part 
10 ----------
11 Change when adTerse situation arises 
12 Follow it closely but add some 
13 Accept and teach as directed as tar as possible 
14 All except zonning has been aatiafactor;y 
15 Teach to tit the pupil needs of community 
16 Try in a general way to .�ollow course ot study 
17 Critize , add to, disregard interior items 
18 Change to suit pupil needs 
19 Practically , same changes 
20 Oritize and add to , conter with supeniaor 
21 Follow course ot study ( Think it ia good) 
22 Accept and deTelop by broadening course 
23 Criticize and add to it 
24 Criticize and add to it 
25 Add to it 
26 Yea, add to and disregard interior items 
27 Yea , add to and disregard· interior items 
28 Add to and disregard interior items 
29 Follow and add to it 
30 Like present course and teach it 
31 Accept what is g1 Ten and add. to it 
32 Disregard items I JUdie interior 
33 Try to teach as cotirse ot study directs 
34 .Add to it and disregard interior items 
35 Teach everything suggested and add to it 
36 Try to carry out course ot study 
37 Try to follow in a general way 
38 Try to teach as it directs 
39 Teach as it directs 
40 Criticize , but most of it is good 
41 Try to be guided by the course ot study 
42 Accept and teach it as tar as I can 
43 Teach the course ot study as 1 t is 
44 - - - - - - - · - -
45 Try to teach exactly as it directs 
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RESPONSES TO Q,UBSTION THIRTY-FOUR 
cue Thirtz-tour 
1 Yea Childhood Education, Grade Teacher, Parents, !•!•A• Journal 
2 No 




6 Yea Instructor , Grade Teacher 
7 Yes Normal Instructor , Tennessee Teacher , .E,!itphleta 
8 Yes Classroom Teacher , Child Cratt , Tennessee Teacher , 
9 Yea Tennessee Teacher , Grade Teacher 
10 No 
11 No 
12 Yea Grade Teacher, Tennessee Teacher, Instructor 
13 Yes Current ETenta, Current !ngliah, l!2,! ]2. Teach H1storz 
14 Yes Classroom Teacher 
15 Yes N.E.A. Journal , Grade Teacher , Tennessee Teacher; Instructor 
16 No - - -
17 Yes Instructor, Education Method, Supervision 
18 Yes Cb.angi;ug Curriculum, Child Cratt , Grade Teacher 
19 No 
20 Yes N.E.A. Journal, six pedagogical magazines in library 
21 Yes ia'ii.uils tor all subjects 
22 Yes Teacher' s  Manuals , Classroom Procedure 
23 Yes Progressive Elementary School,  Englis)l Review 
24 No 
25 Yes N.E.A. Journal, Grade Teacher 
26 No - - -
2? Yes 
28 Yea Grade Teacher, World �. Com;pton•·s Encyclopedia 
29 No 
30 
31 No None belonging to s chool 
32 Yes Normal Instructor 




3? Not very much Classroom Teacher 
38 No 
39 Yes Tennessee Teacher, The Instructor 
40 No -:--
41 Yes Classroom Teacher, Profession magazines 
42 Yes Instructor, N.E.A. Journal, Tennessee Teacher 
43 No - - -
44 
45 Yes Instructor , CUrrent Ell£!1sh, Current bents 
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REPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
THIRTY-FIVE AND 'l'BI;RTY -siX 
Case Thirtz-tive Thirtz-six 
l Ver7 good VerT good 
2 --- - --- - - - Fair 
3 Use in lesson plans l� 
4 --- - ----- - 10� 
5 ----- ---- - Nr 
6 Occasionall7 1� 
7 Otten Fair 
8 l'requentl.J' l<>o.' 
9 ------ -- -- Poor 
10 ---------- l.OO;C 
u ---------- !'air 
12 Not a great deal Fair 
13 -------- - - Fair 
14 Not as they should 100% 
15 Subscribed by each l� 
16 ---------- 100% 
17 Extenaivel.T 1<>0.' 
18 Considerabl7 100% 
19 -------- -- 100% 
20 Maxiaum (but one) 1� -1 
21 ---------- Fair 
22 Aft rage l� 
23 study and class use lex>.' 
24 ---------- J'air 
� About halt read and use Fair 
26 .................... !'air 
27 --- - �--- - - Fair 
28 Posters and projects 10&.' 
29 ---------- J'air 
30 ---------- Fair 
31 Pr1 vatel.T owned 10&.' 
32 In classroom Fair 
33 --- -- ----- 1<>o.' 
34 .._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Fair 
35 Not moh !'air 
36 --- ------ -
37 Not enough Fair 
38 ------ ----
39 SUggestions, plays 1� 
40 -- ----- - -- Fair 
41 Ideas tor art , etc . !'air 
42 In dail.T work lC>O.' 
43 ------- --- !'air 
44 -- - - ---- --
45 Use ideas and methods l� 
Case 
l Yes Clay, marble, trips to old homes,  seeds , trees , etc . 
2 Yes Community problema 





7 Yes Historic places or markers , museums , rich geologic localities 
8 _ _  ,. 
9 ---
10 Yes 
11 Yes Films , circulating library 























Very tew trom the tarm available 
Field trips to tactories , city water plant , historic places 
Regular allotment ot books and special pictures 
Field trips , commercial concerns , church tacilities 
Dairies , tarms , merchants and mining 
Rural nature, lumber mills , store pro jects , etc .  
Negro school---unit on negro in Reading 
We can' t leave school tor tield trips .  
Marble mills , tertilizer plant , lumber mill 
Stores , torest plants 
None at present 




39 Yes Uneducated parents , People looking tor tree clothes , ate . 
� ---
41 Yes T.V.A. literature , commercial literature, points ot interest 
42 Yes Library and trip once a year to tactories, dairies , truck terms 


















































llore drill in enry tundamental 
Drill on many subjects 
None 
�- -------.. 
Gi Te more testa tor groupillg 
Special work w1. th individual oases 
No teat tound 
Attempts in better ways ot teaching 
Nothing here , but haTe at others 
----- ------
------41---
A longer period tor weak sub jects 
Special work w1. th pupils rating low 
More teats tor proper grouping 
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Teachers study tor aelt and child improTement 
Special group and indi "ridual work 
Special group and 1ndi vidual work 
GiTe to alternate grades annually 
ll'ollowed up w1 th teacher-pupil conference 
IDdiTidual work according to abilities 
Stress subjects in which school is low 
None 
Special attention to individual deticienciea 
General reTiew ot work 
Speci al work on low scored subjects 
Use ot old testa to correct deticienoiea 
--- ---- - --
Detini te knowledge to correct pupil weakness 
---- -- - - - -
Special instruction tor weak subjects 
Stressed ?Ocabulary building 
Stressed all phases ot language arts 
'fr1 to raise low points 
--- ---- - --
Nothing . Stressed low sub jects 
Drill on tundaentala 
Special attention to slow one in weak nb jecta 
Tried to raise the standard and interest 
Listed weak points ot children 
---- - -----
Review w1. th former teat atter as baa is 
ll6 
RBSP0NS1S 'l'O QUESTIONS 
THIRTY-NINE AND FORTY 
Cue Thinz-Dine :rorty 
l Yea Yea l'air 
2 Yea No l'air 
3 Yea Yes Poor 
4: Yes No 1e>o.' 
� Yea Yea 1<>0.' 
6 No No Veey poor 
7 No No Poor 
8 Yes No l'air 
9 Yes No l'air 
10 No l'air 
11 Yes Yes Poor 
12 No No :rair· 
13 No l'air 
14 Yea Yes 1oo,C 
15 Yea -- :ra1r 
16 No l'air 
17 Yes No Poor 
lB Yes No 100% 
19 Yes Yes Poor 
20 Yes Yea 1<>0.' -1 
21 No l'air 
22 Yes Yes 100% 
23 Yea Yea l'air 
24: Yes No 10� 
25 Yes Yes 1e>o.' 
26 Yes No l'air 
27 Yes l'air 
28 No Prino1pa1 does all 1� 
29 Yes Yea l'air 
30 Yea Yea Very poor 
31 No l!'air 
32 No Each ahares l'air 
33 No l!'air 
34 Oral � 
35 Yes No 
36 No l'air 
37 Yea No 
38 Yes No 100% 
39 No No l'air 
40 No Poor 
41 Yes 10� 
42 Yes 10� 
4.3 No Fair 
44 
45 Yes Not now Very poor 
